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vIAISCONDWIT OF TEACHERS TO
BE THOROUGHLY INVESTIGATED
l'ADUCAH, KY., SNUDAY MORkING, JULY 8. I905-
E WILL BE NO UNDUE
TE, BUT THE MAT-
--TER -
PUSHED.
SUN CONDEMNED FOR
rtflINER OF MENTIONING AFFAIR
4he Paper Tried to Make It Ap-
pear That the Investigation
Was Prompted by
Malice. -
711.rweedi
Chairman Morris, of the grievance
committee of the board ofvetinspeion,
yesterday stated that they had set no
. tune fpr taking up the favestigation
into the reported condtiet 'oti.a pro-
• lessor and female teacher., off- the
school. He said they had plenty of
time in which to look into the scan-
dal and would take it • up at,- the
/ proper time.
Parties Do Not RssidOlIttrit.
In Justice to the teaching corps
of the city, it should be explained
4 that the two partici wider suspicion
both reside in distant cities, while
last year was the first year that each
had taught in this•ditee.
The Stm, Condemned.
Several of the trustees, in speaking
of the attempt of The Afternoon
Sun to make it appear that malice
i prompted bringing up the matter on
part of Member Byrd, state that they
fand the others of the entire board
)Ireartily disprove of the manner in
1 which this mentioned newspaper istrying to make light of the manneras regards the charges, and trying to
4gcredit Trustee Byrd with improper
Acrtives, inasmuch as he is the only
Democrat in the body.
Several of the trustees state that
while the Sun refers to the con-
duct as .an "osculatory, or kissing"
exhibition on part of the suspected,
that this is not it at all, and nothing
ohatever was reported to the board
meeting about kissing, but that it
was made plain for all to see it was
far more heinous in nature than that
'innocent indulgence."
Matter Will Be Probed.
Every single trustee of the board
' expresses himself as believing that
the matter should he probed to the
bottotn, and if the parties are guilty
that they be discharged from, the
school service. That was the unani-
mous vote of every trustee last wetk,
and they state the atempts of The
Sun to smooth the matter over will
prove ineffectual, as it too serious a
report to let go by unnoticed, and
especially when many rliable people
eland ready to give.evidenee to help
beep the schools morally pure.
•
CLF.ANING
AtudSary Air Plant for Street
Cleaner Has Arrived Here,
The St. 'Louie Street Flashing M:1-
chine Company has written the boord
of pulic world* that "the trenriiiary air
Plant for tbeir street flusilang ma-
c4)ine was forwarded from §. Louis
last Monday, eherefone it will be here
`and reaiely for use tomorrow with the
machine. The cleaning maciidue got
Isere eon days. ago, and the air plant
vent along got lent. Another hae
been fiorwardied, and now it is here.
.The cleaning outfit will be on the
streets thi* week, in order elhoe the
board of works can see how 't works.
BACK INTO OFFICE
Tohn Watts Will Return Here
From Kansas City to Again
Reside.
Mr. J1/4-4lm Witte, Lwent to Kaa-
Sas City. Nro.. last veur tn.IVilictiPe-
taibry of tire national organi7ation cf
Railway' cararien. hasjeelsened his po-
tation anit will *heftily, return here
In take n clerkship in thr rimPling vie-
pertinent of the government postof-
fice ins city. He succeeds, Jamie
Paxton, who takes charge of the
intoner order depart'm'ent, which has
been loolend after by Fred Ashton in
Addition to the labter's duties itsr
•sistrant postmaster,:
Negresses Pinehed.
Florence Greer and Lizzie Oliver,
colored, were locked up by Officer.'
Couleur and Senser yesterday on
SD charge of fighting nut about
Ninth and Washington streets.
••••••91.•MM.1 1,  _ 1!”.•
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_Tba. gambling_ Hells IOWA -
Cease.
"I promised the people last
September, in a public address
delivered at Hamilton, that the
Mlonte Carlo at French Lick
and West Baskin should be
closed if it could be don't law-
fully. I gaShered information
through special representatives
on which to base an action soil
ilar to that filed this week and
would basin instituted proceed-
ings then but was assured that
rankling wonid not be furiher
violated."
GOVERNOR HANLEY.
•
•
THE LAW MUST Aetal SHALL
BE OBEYED.
Dispatches from Winona Lake,
Ind., yesterday gives interview with
Gov-. L Frank Hanley.
After making the statement quoted
shove this article, the governor con-
ta,nes:
"The evidence gathered last year,
of itself though valuable, was not
sufficient upon which to predicate an
action in the courts. I therefore pro-
ceeded again to collect through
representatives sent to both casinos
the necessary evidence upon which
to found the present proceedings.
This work was completed only last
week and laid before Attorney Gen-
eral Miller. I had been in consulta-
tion with him front the beginning
'ad had been advised by him con-
cerning the state's legal rights and
the authority of the execution in the
p• emises.
"We shall now learna, whether_ the
management of the French tick
Springs Hotel company and the
West Baden Ho:el company is above
the law
The Real Issas.
'The issue • is not between the
managers of these companies and us.
It is between them and a far greater
and more enduring power, between
them and the law. I may soon cease
to have to do with public affairs.
But the issue raised between these
men and the law will remain until
the law is vindicated and the author-
:4 of the state is established and re-
'specued. The statement of Mr. Tag-
gart that 'the French Lick Springs
Hotel company has not and will not
tolerate gambling on its premises,' in
the light of recent developments and
evidence in the possession of the
state. scarcely rises to the force and
dignity of a jest. If his statemen:
is true what is the meaning of the
carload of costly paraphernalia taken
'from the premises of the hotel corn-
ipany? He admits himself that gam-
Ibling has existed: His counsel yes-
terday in open court agreed that it
should not be permitted between yes-
terday and the 13th inst., when the
cases are to be heard.
Taggart's New Power.
, "Where did he find this new power
to stop it? The hotel safe itself halt
been used for weeks nightly as a
r;ace of safekeeping for the money
earned by the casino. The casino
building itself did not cost more than
;room. What legitimate purpose or
use could justify the payment of the
great sum, said to be $5o,000 an-
imal's,, by the operator of the casino
for his concession? The truth is
that 14*.-Toggart a* saanager sal
hotel company has at no time desired
anything in connection with the
casino that has not been granted by
ita operator.
Gambling Suspended.
"On special clays like that when
the members of the National Edi-
torial Association visited French Lick
he had the powei to cause the' sus-
pension of gambling in the casino
during the whole time of their visit,
and it was actually closed except as
to the lower floor, where the -stot
machines were allOwed to run. Mr.
Tagart will not be able OS fool either
the people of Indiana or deceive the
people of this country in this matter.
I believe the suits filed by Atorney
General bailer to be well founded. If
foilL'any.Jeason..the law is inadequate
Soq.written,I shall appeal to' the
ptrople .of the 'state withOut regard
to their party affiliations to elect a
general assembly in 'November that
will enact a law clothing the execu-
tive with such authority as will en-
table me to reach such conditions."
STOLEN MULES
ARE RECOVERED
ANIMALS STOLEN FROM
GRAVES COUNTY WERE
LOCATED IN CITY.
_
MR, TERRELL WAS
HOLDING FOR OWNER
THIEVES SLIPPED INTO
HOME OF JOHN COFER ON
SOUTH FOURTH AND
STOLE SKIRTS.
Nelson Ellis, Colored, Will Be Tried
Tomorrow Morning on Charge
of Trying to Kill Policeman
Hurley—Other Business.
Messrs. R. D. Emerson and J. A
Illiott of Lynnville, Graves county,
came here, yesterday and recovered
a pair of mules stolen from them by
a man who gave the name of Joc
Robinson when he brought the
animals here to dispose of them. The
mules were found in possession of
Mr. Fletcher Terrell at his stable
on South Third street.
Last Wednesday the man giving
the name of Robinson came to Mr.
Terrell and wanted to sell the mules,
which are fine blooded animals. Mr.
Terrell paid him several dollars to
bind the deal. Mr. Terrell suspected
that the animals were stolen, ar.d
stepped over to Clark's livery stable
next door to telephone to the police.
and when he returned to his stable
he found that Robinson had skipped
out and left the midge, which hive
s:nce been held by Mr. Terrell for
the owners, whose identity was
established by the descriptive cards
sent out, one of which Mr. Terrell
received and turned the mules over
to the owner-, yesterday.
Silk Skirts Stolen,
Last evening about o'clock Mr.
John Cofer of &A South Fuorth
street notified Lieut. Thomas Potter
of the police force that someone had
slipped into his home and stolen two
fine silk skirts and then took the
gallon of ice cream that he had pre-
pared for his Sunday dinner today.
Try Ellis Tomorrow.
Nelson Ellis, colored, will be tried
tomorrow morning in the police
court on charge of trying to shoot
Officer Aaron Hurley several weeks
ago when the patrolman went to
Ellis' house on "Red Row" near
Worten's addition to arrest him. At
first the case had to be continued bn
account of Ellis' wound in his leg
where the shot by the officer prevent-
ed the darkey from attending court.
Last week he recovered sufficiently
to stand trial, but another continn-
ance was then given until tomorrow
on account of absent witnesses.
The brave officer walked into the
dark room after Ellie when the latter
blazed away twice ,with a Winchester
tifle and attempted to murder the
policeman who returned a rapid fire.
"winging" his antagosist in the thigh.
Charged With Cutting.
Bud Scillian, white, was arrested
by Officer Mike Dogan last evening
on the charge of cutting John Jordan
during the dance given Wednesday
night at the St. Bernard coal tipple
in Mechanicsburg. Will Block, Frank
Eich and another are under arrestunt
the charge of being implicated in t e
fight during which the cutting was
done.
Horse Traders Summoned.
L. Ben Spann and Jesse H Mc-
Intire, white horse traders, were
rotified yesterday by License In-
spector George Lehnhard that if they
did not get out a city license by
'tomorrow they woo'' b.% arrested
Liid fined, and then compeled to get
(int the license in additio The men
have been trading horses toy months.
making a regular busin s of it,
claims the inspector, but d have not
taken out the $to year license
charged by the municipality
FineY CiOne•
." K. Lanrnd, the well ow
'farmer of the county, report to-
-Chief Collins yesterday that me-
one had stolen the farmer's fin fit-
Icy from his place down in the iiral
districts. The police are keepi g a
lookout for the beast.
SOME SQUIRES
WERE ABSENT
CALLED SESSION OF FISCAL
COURT POSTPONED UNTIL
TUESDAY.
V'OL 23, NO. 57
LOUISVILLE MAN DIES IN
AGONY FROM, HYDROPHOBIAs,
— I LYNCH HENSON BITTEN TWO
4,
Say Dead Stock is IJUsed fcr *
Food.
ABSENCE.* IMINIUTES
NECESSITATED POSTPONEMENT
1HOMAS BEAN CLAIMS THAT
HE WAS ABANDONED BY
HIS WIFE E.DNA BEAN
LAST YEAR.
Tomorraw Judge Lightfoot Convenes
the btottthly Term of County
C,ougt—Business of Other
Tribunals.
It was intended to hold a special
term 04, the fiscal court yesterday
afternoon for the purpose of opening
the bicts to construct the new county
voor form, but finding that all the
magistrates could not be there Judge
Lightfoot opstponed the session un-
til next Tuesday, when it will be
conducted at the county courthouse.
Four of the magistrates composing
the court reside in the county and
aeveral of them found it impossible
to come in yesterday, hence the post-
ponement.
Suit For Divorce.
Thomas Bean yesterday in the
circuit court filed suit for divorce
from his wife Edna Bean on the
ground that she abandoned him last
year. They were married during
Property Sold.
Prop lying in the Maxon Mill
section AO ementy has bees sold
by J. C. ltives the treeteee
Maxont's Mill Christian church, for
Si and other considerations. The
deed was lodged yesterday with the
County clerk.
Wenn Transferred.
The state liquor license of Fred
Kamleiter of 435 South Third street
was yesterday in the county clerk's
office transferred to Henry iCamleiter
at 441 South Third street.
Administratrix.
011ie Rogers qualified before the
county judge as administratrix of the
estate of the late L. Rogers.
County Coon.
Tomorrow is the time for holding
county court, and during the day
Judge Lightfoot will probate wills,
make settlement with executors, and
administrators or guardians, con-
new county road questions and
other Matters coming before his
tribunal.
Judge Returned.
Judge Lightfoot returned yesterday
niorning from Frankfort and other
points where he has been since the
fitit of this week. He will tornor-
ro* csimmence taking up the actions
that he held over in the quarterly
court.
Magisterial Court.
:Justlte John If. Burnett tomorrow
morning convenes his monthly term
rt magisterial court.
NATIONAL DODGE.
lie Orend Lodge for Elks Meets
Week at Denver, Colo,_ 
The national lodge of Elks will
meet at Denver, Colo., one week
from tomorrow, the 16th, and con-
tinue ' in session for five days.
Thousands of delegates will attend
ftom the country over, every lodge
being entitled to one delegate, while
there are always hundreds of mem-
bers who are not constituted dele-
tates, but who go to participate ingathering. 
Old Warrant.
Berri Hubbard was arrested yes-
terday upon a warrant gotten out
against him several weeks ago.
wheAsin he is charged with striking
and abusing Mannie Calmore and
cursing F. J. Kettler. The accused
was released on bond, agreeing to a
fine of $5 that will be entered up
against him.
1. D. C. Wright and childrejr
to illsboro, CI., tomorrow fcs
visit4
The swkii jec t of killing
"downers" was critically exam-
ined. By " ranter s" is meant
stocia tesp•ecially hogs, whidh
'hove dlted in being driven to
the slaughtering houses, or be-
ing about to die, ace stuck by
the driver or sorra one called
for that purpose. The practice
of killing "downers" is believed
to be universal, and this state-
ment is made on tare basis of
both inquiry and observation.—
From Medical Experts' report
on stock yards.
WHITEWASHED BY THE LAY
COMMITTER.
In the face of the medical experts'
ieport quoted above this article a
"lay committee" publishes the follow-
ing in Chicago papers:
The committee from each associa-
tton have acted jointly throughout
the investigation together with a
board of experts consisting of Doc-
tors W. A. Evans, M. S., M. D., pro-
fessor of pathology, medical depart-
ment, University of Illinois; patho-
logist to the Columbus Laboratories,
chairman; Macmilian Herzog, M. D.,
late pathologist, bureau of science,
Manila, P. I.; M. P. Ravenel, M. D..
pathologist to the Phipps Institute
for the Study of Tuberculosis,
Philadelphia; A. T. Peters, professor
tRterinary medicine, University of
Minnesota, most eminent specialists.
In making the investigation, daily
visits to the yards were made for a
period of two weeks, each visit °c-
hain am in Moat hours.
Members of each committee accom-
panied the experts at all times and
in every part of the examination.
The result of this investigation is
set forth fully and in detail in the
report of the board of experts to
the joint committee, which is here-
% ith attached and made a part of
this report.
That a board of experts of the
character of those mentioned with
professional ideals and guided and
influenced as they state by an
"esthetic sense" which "embodies
something of necessity and some-
thing more of luxury" should find
the product "wholesome," the yards
"generally clean" and the inspection
"efficient" seems to your committee
to cover the situation.
As a result of this investigation
we ourselves have no hesitancy in
stating that the meat products of the
well known firms at the yards are
wholesome and proper,, for food. z
We find that the companies have
been improving the conditions and
products from year to year, that im-
provements are constantly being
made and will be made arid we be-
lieve that the conditions and sur-
roundings at the plants carefully pro-
tect the quality of the carefully pro.
commend the report of the experts
to the public in its entirety for care-
ful reading and thought.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN H. PIERCE,
Kewanee, Ill.,
LA VERNE W. NOYES,
C. H. SMITH.
W. B. CON1KEY.
GUSTAV HESSERT, JR.,
Committee Illinois Manufacturers'
Association.
WA LThlt, PILL H,
MASON B. STARRING,
ROLLIN A. KEYES.
WALTER H. WILSON,
Committee Chicago Commercial As-
sociation.
Went Employment Man.
The officers are looking for a
young fellow named Watts who is
chrarged with doing the business of
an "employment agent" withot‘first
getting out a city license enttling
him to follow this here. It is claim-
ed he kept his office at the Marble
Hall saloon on Broadway between
First and Second streets.
The day the officers got out the
warrant last Thursday, a yousg man
came here from Princeton and in-
formed the authorities that he bad
given Watts $as with the understand-
ing that theh latter was to get the
'(Princeton man a job The latter sari
he has never heard of job, money or
Watts since.
• 1 1.21
...3-.177ERED
"vivo HUNDRED CON-
VULSIONS.
WE THREE MEN
TO HOLD HIM IN BED
Feared That Daughter and Brother
Were Bitten by Same Dog, but
Show no Symptoms.
As Yet.
ILouisville, Ky., July 7.—Lynch
Henson, a nialcier,,died this morning
at his. erotic, 824 East Jefiersent street
7rryidrophobia after frightful suffer-
ing.
•Henson was bitten two weeks ago.
has had aoo 'convulsions, and due-
ine his last hours his agonies ware
such that it is.qated the efforts of
tipft men to hold him in bed.
41eoson's daughter and brother, it
is feared, were bitten by the same
&lg. but Dr. D. L. Cheatham, who is
attending thorn, says there are no
symptoms of hydrophobia, and he
thinka hay escaped.
-F0tI47—PURE MEAT
*deers Will Take •Steps to This
and.
..The Butchers' P,r6tiecalve Associa-
tion of 1, -city is Preparing to hold
a meeting next Wednesday evening
for purpose of taking some steps to-
wer& protecting tbeir interests
against the little handlers, of nwAt
who are Mot coosidered legitimate
anionethie profession. It is claimed
these se'ople killing pigs, cows, etc.,
and bringing meat to town are not
butchers, and it is the desire that the
public be sageguarded against the
plorsibibt)" lorirrehansing impure
meats* from Chem.
..A1.00NISTS
SIGN BONDS
ACTING CITY CLERK WANTS
THIS DONEE TOMORROW
BY PROPRIETORS.
None of the Bonds and Renewals
are Effective Until Signed—
Clip Clerk Bailey Return-
' ed to Dawson .
License Inuspector George Lehn-
hard, who is acting city clerk while
City Clerk Henry Bailey is sick, de-
sires *at all those saloonkeepers
whose 4cense were granted last
week by both the council and alder-
men tome to the city clerk's office
torOarrow and sign up the renewals.
Wieen a saloonist is granted a/ license
by .,the boards he has to sign the
bond boa*, also his sureties, the bond
being (Pr $1,000 which they execute
to the city a pledge not to violate
an of the 'laws, and to conduct an
ovfarly and respectable place. The
litsc renewal is not complete until
these principals and sureties have
signed the bond in the clerk's office,
there-fore -Mori who do nor du—.o'
right away are susceptible to punish-
ment for doing business without a
license.
The buuch of licenses held up un-
til sTuestilly night by the aldermen
cannot be signed until that body de.
sides whether or not to grant them.
Those licenses rejected by the coun-
cit, Friday night do not come before
the aldermen, because the council-
inan.c action kills the applications, as
it takes the favorable consid'eration
of both boards before a renewal is
granted and adverse action by oif
board obviates the necessity of bring.
in it before the other.
City Clerk -Bailey yesterday morn-
ing retumgd to Dawson Springs to
remain oil an indefinite sojourn for
his health. He went to that resort
last week, but came home sevei
days ago a,nd now goes back there.
MT. Clarence Oakler of St. Louis,
has returned home after visiting Mrs
R. C. Bryant."
AlfrkfAtekiiii-
n711-11E WEEK IN
:SOCIETY
•
0 0
Well Known Here.
A social event of the state capitol
of nusch interest here was the mar-
riage Thursday evening at Frankfort
of Miss Mlary Brown Duval and Mr.
George Edgar Teamster of that city.
Itwas quite a 'home affair, participate I
in by many friends who witnessed the
ceremony that was followed by de-
partur, e of the well known couple for
a wedding tour through Virginia
from whence they return the last c,f
this month to resume their home in
-Frankfort:- —
Unusually accomiplisbed and be
witching is the cultured bride who i5
endowed with striking beauty and
many attractions. She has often vis-
ited Miss Rubs rbett of North
Sixth street in this city, and was the
center of much social attention.
The groom is a prominent young
business man of Frankfort and should
he proud to capture such an elegant
lady for his lifemate.
--
Party on Balcony.
'A jolly crowd of young folks were
entertairsedi Wednesday evening by
Miss Gladys Colbourn at their resi-
dence in the Sanders flats on West
Broadway. It was of a patriotic na-
ture, being Fourth of July, and for the
dec-
while
d by
occasion the porch was profusely
orated with flags and bunting,
a pyrotechnic display was enjoye
those present.
During the evening dam' ng was en-
joyed and refreshments were se
the guests who were:
Misses; Satar and Hannah Cortaett
Helen Van Maeter, Elizabeth Ter-
rell, Anna Hays, Bessie Newman, of
Jackson, Tenn.; Lucile Harth, Azelee
Reeves, Mary Burnett Elizabeth Bur-
nett, and Grace 'Hills; Mlasters Lucian
amp-George Cochran, John C
bell, George Hughes, Fowler Post,
and Robert Kirkland.
•
Springs Picnic.
The Fourth of July was celebratzd
with a fine picnic Wednesday at Cold
Springs, out in the county, by a parry
of young people who were chaperon-
ed by Messrs. and Mesdames. Wil-
liam Powell, A. Butler, R. Jones and
Mrs. P. Person. The delegation
went out in their vehicles early in
the morning, and returned in the
afternoon, after taking dinner upon
*e popular grounds where many
diversions were indlulged in.
Those in the crowd were: NPisses
Effie Jones, Willie Watson, Anna
Virgn Belle Butler, Mary Miller,
Lucy Dboratlon, Ethel Scott, Doa
Worthdardever, Esaie Smith; Messrs.!
Hallie Rector.. Ralph Butler, Char-I
,.\e(t;paice Dirdin, Walter Cartee, Lewisride, John Coorrts. William Eich,1
Harry Watson, William . and Lanie
Carter.
Delightful Gathering.
The senior Epworth League of the
Broadway Miethodst church Monday
evening entertained write a number of
friend, 'at the residence of Mrs. F.
M. MicGlathery on North. Seventh
street.
A very unique and happy feature
was the "Author's Character Con-
test" during which the young men
had pinned to their bark a piece of
paper, written' thereon the name of
some famous author's character. By
the conversional hints given him from
those around. he was to guess the
character's name, and it proved un-
usually amusing. Mirsac and refresh-
irreirra were a delightful part of the
evening's program', fruit punch being
served from a bowl formed out of
the hollow of a watermelon. rine.
Happily Surprised.
Many friends were delightfully sur-
prised Thursday to learn that that
evening in St. Louis, there were
united in marriage Mrs. Daisy Wal-
ters and Mk. Eugene Roibnson of this
city. The happy pair had made their
arrangements so quietly that only a
few fr ends knew of the coming event
The couple left here Thursday
morning and on reaching St. Louis,
the ceremony was performed, and
they then proceeded to LaCrosse.
Wis., where they are now visiting
the relatives of the groom. Next
wick they will return hiere to take
up their home.
1‘'ell known ana exceediroly pon-
u:ar is the attractive bria, who has
been residing on West Jefferson
Street.
Mr. Ratan-son is the well known
stearnboattr.an who for years hx5 been
ch ef clerk of the steamer Clyde that
plie the Tennessee river out of this
city. He is congenial, affable, widely
known end held in high esteem.
During his absence Captain Frank
Brown, wharfrnaster, is looking after
Vitt: office cf the steamer.
Logus-Givens.
'Miss Lillian Logue and MT: Muir 'Mint.
Givens will be united in marriage to-
morrow evening at the residence of
the bride near Sixth and Trimble
aitreets. The nuptials occur at •flaio
o'clock and will he 'witnessed; by
marry of their friend'.
The couple are among the city's
very popular young poople who have
the heartiest wishes of their many
friend's for a long and happy career:
The bride is the beautiful and, dainty
daughter of the late Mr. Mack Logue,
during life the enterprising drummer.
while Mir. Givens is associated with
the Gutherie dry goods establish-
ment of Broadway, and quite a prom-
ising young man,.
SUMMER DREAMS.
----
(By- Ella Wheeler .Wilicox.)
!When the summer sun is shinn ng,
And the green things push and grow.
fl Ott my heart runs over measure,
With its flowing .fount of pleasure,
As I feel the sea winds blow;
Alt, then life is good, I know.
0<==.00<=406::=>C00=ZZ'O And. think of sweet birds building,
Anti of children running free;
-
And of the glowing sun-kissed mea.1-
ows,
And of boats upon the sea.
Oh, then Ile seems good' to me!
Then unbidden and unwanted,
Come the darker, sadder sights;
City shop and stifling alley,
Wthere misfortune's children rally;
And the hot crime-breeding nights,
And the dearth of God's delights.
And I think of narrow prisons
Where 'unhappy songbirds dwell,
And of cruel pens and cages
0Where some captured wild thing
'
  
sages-
Like a madman 'n his cell,
In the Zoo, the wild beast's hell.
And I long to lift the burden
Of man's selfishness and sin;
And to open wide earth's treasures
Of God's storehouse, full of pleasures.
For my dumb and human kin.
And to ask the whole world in.
S. S. Club.
Miss Maggie Fletgle of Sixth and
Clay str:iets will entertain the S. S.
Club at her home next Tuesday even-
Supper at Park.
Unusually large was the crowd at
the park tilat enjoyed the supper g' v-
ern Friday evening by the Philathea
club of the First Baptist church. The
spread comprised. intany delicacies and
a cl7arrning time was indulged in.
On Bridal Tour.
Mr. John Stearnes Bleecker and
bride, nate Miss Anna Webb Parks,
are now in the east on their bridal
tour and remain away until the first
of August, when they arrive here to
talde up their home on North Fifth
street. The nuptials last Tuesday
evening at the Tennessee capital was
quite a brilliant affair, attended by a
number of Paducah friends.
Over-the-St:yea Picnic.
A charming day was &pant across
the Ohio river at the Illinois lakes
Wednesday by a party of Paducah
people who had a happy time at the
popular fishing and camping place.
It was complimentary to a number
of Vsitors and those in the outing
were Mliss Eunice De Bard of Mc-
Minnville, Tenn., Miss Hilda Hunt of
Baltimore, Maryiand, 'Miss Marianna
Sugg of 'Henderson, Miss Amanda
Long of Russellville, Ky., Mrs. L. B.
Ogilvie- and Misses Allie Cabe!! and
Mary Scott.
Sunday School Picnics.
Thursday afternoon Mesdames
Auber Smith, William L. Young and
Misses A 'fah and Lcstvel I a Esm tts, en-
tertained their Sunday school classes
of the Broadway Methodist church
with a jojyful picnic at Wallace park,
while the preceding day the Sunday
school children of the Cumberland
enjojyedi their picnic at Cold Springs.
being chaperoned by Mesdames. E.
P. Gilson, G. Gideon and Adam Ho-
vendon.
Delightful Hay Ride.
Ma. foe Roth entertained a party
of riends with a hay ride Wednes-
day evening in honor of the Misses
Barkham of Cincinnati, who are Vi P•-
iting Conductor Burloharna on Matti-
ten street. Those who enjoyed the
event were:
Misses Louise Detzel, Marie Roth
Audrey Taylor, Kate Grogan, Magg e
Lydow, Ruth Benson, Cathorine and
Mary Burkharn ; Messrs. Robert'
Fisher, Morris Gebgan, Cliff Black;
burn, Silas Mitchell, Willie Over-
street, Tommie Ridgely. Joe Roth
Al Roth, Mr. Miolkr, Robert Haden
Joe Roof.
—
Was Not Married.
A week or two age The Register
received information from a souce
which stated it was reliable that Mr.
Daniel B. Simons. formerly of this
city, had married a Miss Essie Gra-
ham in Atlanta. Ga. The supposed
news was published, and now the
pap o• received a letter yesterday from
Mr. Simon who sad that in all his
life he never ran across any lady
named, Miss Essie Graham. that' lie it
not married, and from the present
outlook, the time was somewhat dis-
tant when be couial fool some goo!.
lady jilt:, becoming Mrs. Simon.
Club Outing : n River.
The San Scud club and a n u tithe r
of vis tors were entertained Friday
with a round trip to Cairo aboard the
steamer Iaick Fowler by Misses Lula
Veer, and Niarjorie Crumbaugh. It
was a most enjoyable outing, furnish-
ing va.rito tiallarlara for all.
During the morning aboard the
boat the young ladies 'indulged in
"old maid," the club prize of a eat
glass bottle a:Incased in silver filigre
being taken by Miss Clara Thompson,
while Mtisw Annie Mar Yeiser captur-
ed the set of gold pin, as v sitor's
prize.
At Cairo the crowd was met by a
number o4. friends and entertained
The delegation returnied that evening
on the boat. Those in the outing
were: Mrs. Harris Rankin, Miss's
Chita Park, Margaret Park, 'Minnie
Allie Cabell. Hattie Terrell.
Cartine Sowell, Faith Langstaff
Jeanette Canipbell, Anna Boswell
Clara Thotnipsion, Anna Mae Ye:ser
'Mary. Scott, Nellie Hisey, Marianna
'Starg, Eunice De Bard and Hilda
Lawn Party.
Miss Edna Eadesi of Jefferson
Ninth street will entertain
Thursday evening with a lawn pa
complimentary to Miss Rosa
Birmingham,. Ala., who is visling
coital», Miss Ella VVilhelm of No
Fifth street.
THE SINS OF
'The Bohr-Saving Season
...At...
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THIS IS THE SEASON WHE N PURCHASES MADE HERE
CARRY DOUBLE ADVANTAGES. YOU NOT ONLY GET MER-
CHANDISE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITIES; BUT YOU IN
MANY SALES OBTAIN GOODS FOR THE SAME PRICES—AND
IN SOME CASES LESS THAN THEY COST US AT WHOLESALE
Misses'
a 25C
H-ostery-. --
Tan hose, cotton rib'bed,
quality for  15C.
Ladies' Fine Cotton Hose, tan col-
ored a 25c value
for  I5C.
Misses' Fine Lisle Ribbed Fast Black
'Hose., summer weight 
APPLAUSE Ladies' Open Work Tan50c quality, at 35c of 3
(W. E. W. in Baptist Argus.)
For years a stern and prohibitive
sentiment has supposedly prevailed in
the south against applause in relgious
assemblies. This has been notably
true among Baptists, and we confess
that we rather unthinkingly fell :n
with the brethren in their way of
thinking, or may be in their way of
not thinking. When at times 'n our
general assemblies the joy of approv-
al of the people would burts into ap-
platise we would' fairly, tremble to
reflect on the wickedness of it all.
We would look reverentially to the
presiding officer and see with what
sacred noise he would pound the
table, and say with ponderous solemn-
ity that "there must not be any more
of this disorder." As a rule he would
look Hnimensely red-faced and self-
'important os• if he had throttled a
mob, or -subdued a mutiny. His he-
roics at first fascinated us, and we
though how grand it was to crush a
sin of the first degree in that way.
and with a gavel. By unconscious
advance, we reached the point where
we sometimes felt that we actually
quaked innerly to join in the deadly
transgression, especially when some-
thng uncorranonly inspiring occured.
When too, we looked around at such
times and observed that the condemn-
ed demonstrations were led by the
most devout and tnthusiastic breth-
ren, and that the impulse to applatide
was evidently stirred. by the event of
the moment, had no wrong design
and was soon over, we felt there must
be a misunderstanding somewhere.
It was not long before it wass mani-
fest to us that the people at' heart be-
lieved in the righteous ess of applau-e
on occasion and were restrained only
by a rule 'which their better feelings
forced them to tweak when they could
not hold.
'Applause is simply an expression
orn high approval. It may be done
with the feet. hand's, mouth, haul-
kerchief or umbrella. It is an •n-
formal method of voting in favor
the matter before the body, or some-
times is meant to express love and
admiration for a man. It usually
comes out at times when somerhnig
unexpected and delightful occurs, and
has no note of disorder in it. The
approval of good things s, of course,
proper and the right expression of
approval is 'equally in order.
Laughter is One form of making
known our pleasure in public assent- mixtures and 
devilish adulterations.
blies. but it is inadequate since it The only way to b
e sure of your meat
does not express all the happy emu- is to raise it 
yourself, do all the feed-
t ons which are excited by the care- Iola the killing, th
e skinning and the
cises of our delibrate bodies. Surely cooking. You
 must not take your eye
it cannot be more hamiful or disor- 
off the animal at any stage of the .
derly to indicate by hand-clapping provirss un
til it has been landed in
rather than by laughter our keen rel- the stom
ach. If any middleman stens'
ish of something especially valuable in at 
any conjuncture, if bo is al-
oe exhilarating in the happenings af lowed to wor
k his game at any turn!
our great assembly. in the process
, yam are not safe.
The one all-extainguishing argu- Here we were innocently and tin-
ments against applause in our teligi suspiciously devouring the steaks and
ous assemblies which has been heard, hams and sausage and souse that was
Ciren rimurt di fatigare—is--thia+—th•—aaa—bakaaa—mo,---rm,4044.4444_45c diagilkt
I 5C,
Hose, our
for $t .00.
Gent's Fast Black Open Work Lisle
Socks, a 15c quality
at ...... ...... ....loc.
Gent's Black Cotton Socks with
White Feet at roc
' Ladies' Bleached Lisle Vests, low
neck and no sleeves, at 19c
or 3 'for 
Ladies' Bleached R bbed Cotton
Vests, low neck and no sleeves
at toe each or 3 for 25c.
Ladeis' Ribbed extra size Vests, low
neck and no sleeves
at
• • • • • • 
...... 
...... loc.
Infant's Fine quality Lisle Under-
shirts, high neck—long sleeves
at 
Children's Underwaist with buttons
attached at loc.
Wash Goods.
A 3t3 inch Batiste, white and dark lasseauids with
a 7c value at per yard 
colored figures.
'  Sc,'
Trunk, a ad Bags.
Wr big ass.,rtmci , .,f 1.aadits' an<I Gents' Trunks and Sait
cases. We have just received some new Ladies' Trunks adapted for
a shirt
skirts. They are 42 and 44 long enabling one to pack
without folding same.
L. B. Ogilvie
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Agents for Butte rick Patterns
Subscribe for the DELINEATOR, Three months for twenty-five cents.
POISON IN
THE POT
Argument, for preferring farm life
to all others are receiving additional
impetus in these piping i.ays of in-
vestiagtion and exposure. The charms
of rut.; .1e, always a favorite theme
of the poets, have lsarn so added to
on the pracital side by modern inven-
tion that all hands were about to
agree that there was no existence to
be compared to that era "a little
farm, well tilled," located rear a trol-
ley line, strung with telepl:one wires
and in touch with the ru:al free de-
livery. But if any doubt lingered .t
has been dispelled by the a.:lvocates ef
the pure Hod bill, and the muck-
rakers who stuck their for:is into the
mysteries of the packing }arils. The
farmer seeing to be the only man
that is sac." in these days of miasmatic
rght to express approval carries with I and afaramea by lack of confidence.
We supposed things were what they
seemed, but, alas, there has been a
rude' awakening. if an article now
before us, by a Kansas City expert. a,
to be taken literally, it is practically
itnpossible to get any pure food 11
this country. The butter is covered
with coal-tar dyes; the meat has more
or less (embalming fluid; the catsup :a
'colored with coal dyes and has sali-
cylic acid in it. The lard in which
the pot toes are fried probably con-
tains tiona of hogs that have died
nat aths and not been slaught-
ered der sanitary conditions ;pos-
sibly t died of some disease. The
hrea is fall of alum; the tea and cof-
fe c ntain copper; the vegetables have
di rent varieties of articificial color-
in As to pepperi we are gravely in-
f edi, anything pure in that line is
opt of the question. Either the trees
11,ave (wit growng. 'the berries have
ased to ripen. or the tropical people'
ire quit shipping to market for lack
demand. It is found cheaper to
c it of cocoanut ?heels, sawdust The Register, to cents 
per week.
clay, and of these toothaorne in-
ants is the pepper of cennenerce. Try a Register want ad.
it the right to express disapproval.
This is not a good argument A guest
has a right to praise the bread of
his hostess but that does not include
the right to hiss in case the bread is
sour or tough. But for ow' part we
would not say that a deliberate body
out to be diened the right to cypress
its derided disapproval of what
coarse, false, ridiculous, heretical ar
indelicate. That right is inherent and
no rule, can annul it. Where up-
planse awaits noble thrifts, silence—
if we may say so—is the language of
censinee. But occasions may arise
in deliberate bodies when the out-
burst of censure and condemnation i;
allowabl and effective:
boo House.
Mechanicsburg near mills. Rents
per yeaa Good Investment.
ash. 40 foot lot.
hittemore Real Estate Agency
ternity Building. Both Phones
ou want to make a thief angry
It thief.
Even the apple does not escape, but
is made as deceptive as the one grow-
ing on the Dead Sea, which is beauti-
ful to behold, but a fraud to the bite.
The nice red apple on the stand is
rosy because nine times out of tell,
it is painted with coal-tar dyes. At
least, though you will say, we are not
to lose cherished illusion of new po-
tatoes. Vain hope. Old potatoes arc
freshened up in alum water after be-
ing scraped, and thus passed off as
the real thing, just out of the patch.
The gorge rises as we proceed, and
the fond ejjaculation, so often uttered
that we sh add like once more to have
a good, old-fashioned' farm d liner
comes forth with additional emphasis.
Surely the farmer himself escapes all
these dangers Can Ire not be sure of
his vegetables by pulling them N.
right in his garden and following
them to the table? Can't he catch a
chicken running on the grass them
has never seen a coop or heard of a
cold-storage house, behead it, pluck
it, and have mother to serve it for
dinner? Can't he butcher hi:s own
beef, dress his own mitten, gather his
own roasting ears, snatch his own
appks from the trees far from the
machinations of the middleman and
proof against the wiles of the track-
ers? Admitting the worst for den-
izens of the cities, agree ng that al:
ordinary consumers are at the mercy
of food francia. there are still million
of homes where the prying manipu-
lator and the audacious adulterator
cannote get in 'his worin. There is
plenty of good food the country;
the farnwrs are raising it by the hun-
areda of mill ons of tone. Mitch of it 
we are sure, reaches the consumer
without contamination, and there is
no reason why all of it should not be
'delivered in satisfactory shape. It
the rascally fellow who "sits at the
receipt of customs" in the cities, tar-
ries at the half-way house to drop his
fly in the ointment, that need, shut-
ting off. With close inspection, scien-
tific test, and heavy fines for adulter-
ation, the principal part of the evils
may he avoided ,and all the rascals
put out of business. These measures
have been too long delayed, and we
are ordering for our easy, •happyago
lucky way of attending to such mat-
ters. It needed a rude awakening to
bring us to our senses, but now that
we are aroused there will be no fur-
ther use for anybody. 'n city or coon
try, any longer saying that itsis im-
possible to get pure food The con-
daions are bari—very had indeed—but
as fregtiently happens in the affairs
Of life, arm' Ont',flear so' dark as Paint-
ed.—American Partner.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who sut-
ler from ticadaches—ievtre r
rn.ld, occasional or
['hey never fail to
alVE QUICK
tiELIEF.
Frauting the an in a very
dinutea
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWA
TELEPHONE 63.
""...2111111111MimmiNsimuniguicemgcomm
Commissioner's Sale
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rcndered at
its April term, 1906, in the action of,
Mary Hammonds, etc., plaintiff,
against Louise Munier, etc, defea-
2r• dant, I will, on Monday, July cab.
(about the hour of to o'clock a. m.).
1906 (being County Court day, at the
court house door in Paducah, Ken-
tucky, sell to the highest bidder, on a
c:edit of six months, the following
described property, viz:
A lot of ground situated in t
City of Paducah, Kentucky, an
known as, Lot No. 7a, in Block No. •
5, in that part of Paducah known as ,
Jersey, and being the same lot con-
veyed to Sarah E. Rutlidge by Ma—
tilda J. Shepherd, etc.,* on the aatli
day of August, 1870, 'as shown by
deed recorded in Dined Book "U"
ipage 427, in the McCracken CountyCourt Clerk's office, and the same
• property described in Deed Book sea
co Ipage 635, in deed from S. P. Weldonand wife to Lucy Dalton, on the aciday of March, iftRo, or as much
thereof as may be necessary to sat-
e 'sty said judgment, interest an
cost .amounting 14  
The purchaser will be required to.
give bond approved secuity, be
interest at 6 per cent from da
sale, having force of replevla bon
to which execution may issue wh
'ice.
This sth day of July, too&
CECIL REED,
Muter Commissioner.
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
to 300 horse power. Best, cheap—
est and most economical.
Special atten'ion to electric
ing plants
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Paducah. Ky.
Dr. 13. hdll
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tit.
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence too (Jay, tatel Phone 16gs•
A. B. DA13NEY
Trvehen rrulibmg.
Willy will you suffer'
When
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
14Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 3e or 237 antlf
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORKS.'
Seeenth and Jackson St. 'Phone s37..
Seventh and Clay It 'Phone BO
I,
••
,fc
inordng about ii o'clock th;
excursion will arrive here from Ey-
-Ansi:41e and prospects are for quite
a large crowd of visitors to come in
be train does not start upon its cc-
t'"') until la'e after'ao
g the strangers about six hour:,
• c ty.
ILE\ IIEVIDENuk Amu 'SERVICES BY
EXCU61,11 NAMES SECURED YOUNG PEOPLE
'TRAIN COMES IN FROM THERE THE NEGRO DANCE IN ROW- YOUNG PEOPL
E HAVE
THIS MORNING WITH LANDTOWN WILL HAVE 
CHARGE AT BROADWAY
VISITORS. CH
URCH TONIGHT.
TO GOk FOR SURE.
'The Special Loaves for Cairo This
morning 8 O'clock With the
Knights of Columbus.
Cairo Special.
Minois Central railroad wit;
Inilbcrial train td Cairo today- for
.oation of the Knights of Col-
who go down to attend the in-
ii a large class of candidates
the Columban order there. The
at will leave the Union depot at
o'clock this morning, and stop at
venth and Broadway five minutes
r to take on those passengers wt.()
:y acie tickets in advance. and a.lao
other:. Tht train will leave the
Egyptian city about r2 o'clock tonight
-en route hack aere. Anybody can go
by paying the i;.re.
Man About Well.
The ,ranger Henderson is able to
he up and about and is nearly recov-
ered at the ra !road hospital where
be has been for the past month. .He
is the man knocked elawn by the
;string n; cars backing into him in tilt
it•cal yarit.
Piens Finished.
The Oast for the railroad hospital
tditions 'have been finished and turn-
ed by the architect over to Chi' f
Singe°. tt rI. G Murrell, hut he has
not yet decided what date he will have
committee to g.) over them.
WHEN IS A HUG?
I,
, Jersey School Board Says It Takes
Two To Maks One.
---
Hog—To clasp tightly -with she
arum: to press in close embrace.--
• Stundard Detionary.
"When is a hug not a hug?"
After four hours of wrestling over
"1 the qtscstion, the board of edocatioo
of Riclisefieki Park. N J.. has decided
that a hug is not a hug when inflicted
by a supeevising priripal on a pretty
teacher. As a consequence, Miss
Ohve K ng, The pretty teacher afore-
said, will resign out of wrathful in-
dignation over her implied lack of
foil knowledge as to the atribute*
the hug.
Miss King made a complaint
against Supervising Principal Lasell
•that he had been unduly affect onate.
"He approached' me in the cloakroo:n
after sehool hours," slhe testified. "and
before I could anticipate his irrtee-
lions be had thrown both arms around
me about here (indicating an elevated
"line several inches above waist level)
and pressed ow. My arms were at
my side and I could not free myself.
I protested, and he let me go. but a
resonant later he approached tne again
and a second time ensbraced me in
the manner dewr'bed. I toed him he
was not acting a gentleman and he
became calm and serious and apol-
sogizied."
Principal La.ell was questioned.
"Ott," ;he said. airily, "it's all a nie7e
'trifle. I recall the encounter with Miss
'King. In a spirit of fun, or encour-
agement for her good work. I pressed
lher hand. Other teachers were pres-
lent."
"Did you hug Miss King?' demand-
oed the board, refer*.
"Not as I understand the hue re-
plied MY. Lasell, argumentatively.
""A congenial pressure of the hand is
'ac• hug.'
"She say. her arm; ware by her
side." pondered a member of the
'board. "A hug must be reciprocal.
In its true sense. I don't think that
-minas any sort of a hug. It was purely
imofficial." 'And so the board ad-
.3114tred.
N't/Thereupon some eight or ten
teachers, including Miss King. an-
on/meted their intention of resigning
throw+ fear of being unofficially
DIED OF CONGESTION.
11fir, George Dennis Passed Away
After Short Sickness.
Mr. George Dennis died Tuesday
at the East end of Monroe street,
after only a few day's illness with
eon gesticrn.
The deceased was 21 years of age
an(' born near Mayfield, but moved to
this city some time since with his
(parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Dennis,
fnrincr of whom is the well known
fahoemayer whose shop is on Broad-
way rr Eleventh street. 'Besides
his parents the Jeceased is survived
by his wife,
The remains were buried Wednes-
:day at Oak Grove cemetery.
Happiness has a peculiar way of
appearing and disappearing unex-
pectedly.
.111.4ms
Preaching Both Morning and Even-
County Alum" Has Illerssdi the ing at the Mechanicsburg Metho-
Ball to Rolling and Order dist Church—Mission 
Society.
Latin Prasen,
Last evening County Attorney
Alben Barkley had officers put at the
dance given by the colored people in
Rowlandtown for the purpose of get-
ting evidence and names to be used
in the warrants that will be gotten
out against the people conducting the
dance, and also the participants. The
white people of Rowlandtown laid
.the matter, before the, county Sittig-
ney, who will do all in his power
to break up the boisterous conduct
if he has to warrant the people every
night.
Several hundred darkies congregate
there nightly and of all the hideous
midnight carousals these are the
limit. One citizen yesterday said
that many a night he has started to
get up, take his gun and go over to
clean out the mob, but he did not
care to have trouble, and then
nothing could be done by the city
police as the assemblage is just out-
side the municipal corporate limits.
Tomorrow the county attorney will
have the evidence and names turned
into his hands, so he can procure
warrants and start off the crusade
that will be waged until the nuisance
is wiped out.
WATER, AND IN
KENTUCKY, TOO
VISITORS WILL NOT HAVE
TO SUFFER FROM SCAR-
CITY OF THIS.
Chief James Collins Yesterday
Bought Four Large Barrels to
Station on Street Corners
f,r Excursionists.
The city authorities have prepared
to eguard visiting people to this
city against possible repetition of cir-
cumstances prevailing a number of
Sundays ago when about r,2oo stran-
gers came here on an excurs on and
could noth get tie wetter to drink 
In taking this weep the legislative
boards placed $35 at disposal of Chief
of Polioe James Collins to buy bar-
rels, fill them with ice water and
station same upon the street corners
for benefit' of strangers. Yesterday
tips' chief bought four large barrels
with brass fairets attached., procur-
ing them (rer-, ttee cooperage works
n Mechanicsburg. He has also pro-
cured drinking cups and ice, and to-
day will place hvn of the barrels at
Fourth and Broadway, one at Third
and Broadway and the other at Sec-
ond and Broadway.
Today an excinaion comes in from
Evansville, and the visitor* can have
plenty of drinking water without
having to drain the coolers
of .merchants and hotels that keep
Open on the Sabbath. Outsiders
naturally feel a (lel cacy in asking the
merchants for water when there are
several hundred visitors here, while
others do not ianow where to go and
get it.
Time chile* will keep his barrels at
police headquarters and then when
tesecursions come into the city have
them placed at the different corners
in full view of all who can thereby
quench their thirst.
About one month ago hundreds of
excursionists were here, and, Foie
chikiren could actually be seen crying
for weber.
PHYSICIANS MEET.
Academy of Medicine Assembles
Tuesday.
Tuesday evening at its quarters in
Physicians will have before then i for
souty the suject: "Cancer of the
Stomach." The lecturers for the
tvening are Dr. Earle and Dr. Lyn;
Smith. *
Next 'Wednesday the McCracken
County Medical society will give its
fir•.. cutting in • 7he county. I; will
cons Ft of a picric at Wallace park
at which time the physicians and their
sviv, will go 0 to enjoy the day.
iCONCRETE lWALKS.
This evening at 8 o'clock at the
Broadway Methodist church, the
young people have charge of the ssr-
vices, and render the following pro
anime;
OnAning hymn, "Footsteps of
Jesus."
Prayer.
Responsive Reading.
Solo. -"Golden Pathway," Mr. RI:h-
ard Scott.
'tang,"Sayiour Like a  Shepherd
Lead Me."
Recitation—Louise -Bonds.
Recitation—Elizabeth Janes.
Song, "How Firm a Foundation."
Recitation—Ruth Maret.
Recitation—Will Bonds.
Song, "I'll Go Where You Want
Me to Co."
Recitation—Rebecca Smith.
Song—"Bring Them In."
Recitation—Elizabeth Puryear.
Song, ''All Hail the Power of
Jesus' Name."
Benediction.
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
This morning at 9:15 o'clock Sun-
day school services will be conducted
at the Mechanicsburg Methodist
church, while Rev. Robert Sneed will
preach at ti o'clock this morning
and 8 o'clock this evening. The
Epworth league services at 7 o'clock
tonight will be led by Mr. Velvin
Quarles.
Mission Society.
The Women's Home Mission so-
ciety of the Trimble street Methodist
church will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 4 o'clock with Mrs. C. P. Grouse-
man of 1621 Harrison street.
First Presbyterian.
There will not be any preaching
this morning at the First Presbyter-
ian church on account of the illness
of Rev. W. E. Cave. The children's
service intended fcr this evening has
been postponed indefinitely. The
church may be closed until Septem-
ber on account of the warm weather
and ailing condition of the pastor,but
no decision has yet been made.
Sunday School Picnic.
The Presbyterian Sunday schools
of the city will give their annual
picnic next Tuesday at Almo, several
miles down the N., C. & St. L. rail-
road. It is expected that about soo
will go down to enjoy the day; a
special train carrying them back and
forth. Last year 700 participated.
Home Mission.
The Home Mission society of the
Broadway Methodist church meets
tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the church. All members are re-
quested to be present.
Excursion Rates Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Col.—$39.25 July It-tsth
inclusive, return limit August zoth.
Diverse route returning. Stopover
privileges .
Knoxville, Timn.—$8.1 5, June 24,
30 July 7, 14 and 15th. Return limit
fifteen days from date of sale with
privilege of extension to September
3cah by payment of so cent fee.
St. Paul, Minn—$21.5o, July 23, 24,
23, and 26. Return limit leaving SL
Paul July pat, ac validation fee.
Athens, Ga.—$ts.ys. June 23, 24, 25,
26, 30, July 2, 9 and i6. Return
limit fifteen days with privilege of
extension to September 30th on „Ay-
ment of so cents.
St. Paul, Minn.—$16.00, August to,
it and 11. Return limit August 31,
prvilegs of extension to Septem-
ber 30th on payment of so cents
Smithland Following in Footsteps of
Paducah in One Respect.
Smithland, twelve miles above
here, is taking on quite a cityfied
air, at the towr. daddies have started
to laying concrete sidewalks all over
the village and it ig calculated to im-
piove things greatly in this respect.
Many thousands of dollars will
spent putting 113nri these walks,
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.—$T5.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, Jun ei to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., fit East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
OUria
LEMON, GRAM...
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
"Pi.. 7%
"SQUEEZELESS WALTZ"
— — -
May Be the Thing in New York, But
Will Never Be Popular in
Chicago.
The Chicago dancing masters are in
rqel!iQfl 1hc I.Lniic4 PrsAttlional
Masters of Dancing of America have
declared for the "squeezeless" walltz,
and the local masters will have none
of it.
"What's that?" queried I. Woods,
as he was asked for an expression.
"The squeezeless waltz."
"Beg pardon, but I don't quite un-
understand.' There was astonishment
in the voice.
"You hold your partner at arm's
length."
"How?" Mr. Wood's has been
teaching dancing at 3800 Vincennes
avenue for years, but he couldn't
quite comprehend.
"You hold your partner at arm's
length."
'Oh, I see. You catch her right
hand in your left and hold her left
hand in your right. Then you shove
here away from you."
'Something like that.'
'Say, it never would do to whirl too
rapidly at the turn, would it?"
"Why?"
"Ever play crack the whip when
you were a boy? Ever serve as the
tail? Remember the sensation?"
It certainly would be uncomfort-
able if ,it happened more than a
dozen times in one evening.
"Couldn't squeeze her hand either,
could your
'Why not "
"You'd be looking straight into her
eyes. She might be a demure maid.
She might drop them."
"And then?"
"Well, only a mountain goat is
surefooted when they can't see."
"You don't seem to think much of
the dance."
"Nbt in it with the Chicago waltz.
0th, the ifliza." and Mr. Woods was
much ,disgusted. "You know the
proper way to hold a young lady
when you waltz " Place your right
ant% about her waist firmly. but not
too tightly. Not in the middle of her
back, but about her waist. '4Don't
bear-bitg. It's only not importe bett its
uncomfortable—for the girl. Many
novelists have told of the short
breaths. It isn't love always. S rine-
times the girl's breathing apparatus
is cut' off."
An attempt was made to see A. F.
Bournique. He wasn't in the city,
but one of his ass status was.
'Would the new way of dancing be
graceful?' she -was asked.
"Is it a kangaroo?" she queried.
All of which means the squeezeless
waltz may become popular in New
York. The chances are against it in
Chicago, however.—Chicago Chron-
icle.
Trimble Street Bargain.
NO. loo4—Two story% 7 room
house. so foot lot. Stable. House in
fine condition. Good neighborhood.
Owner must sell and offers the home
for $19oo, (3oo less than cost) 8600
cash, balance easy.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity Building. Both 'Phones
835.
Anyway, the pessimist doesn't bore
us half to death with his alleged
jokes.
pRINTING 
THAT PLEA
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S 4th St.
GREA
WALL PA TORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
11$1111111111111.1MmollelffelliaillIMMINnw 
-M11111111.111111111 • -
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALAINS -IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
1 iitrittnitatiiingstassu
s=
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
2c, ..., - pt.r 4 ',11, t , we will sell for
115c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at v.
We carry a large and codipleice
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
- 
C. C. Leo. 315 Bvia 
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Higke# Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
j 
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line of
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices. 
•
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
dD.Hannan
Both Phones sot. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue-
INSURE WITH---enew
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office' 106 Broadway Phones:Oftice 385—Residence 1696 ,
• 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH RBA/ EST/4%. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM L SAM
1101THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
10114TUCEY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERY•ODY. SEND FOR T.
VADO 4 Q eloacesieft. fie.
S. P. POOL L 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO• 9
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BO 'PHONES aotoos S. THIRD IT
ise
+—ma. AL,
1AMES E. WILHE
3OHN WILHELM, Trends:W. " —
itOBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
••••
PUBLISHEL -Iv THE
REGISTER rea‘VSPAPER CO.
(Incornorated)
At Register Otalaing, 523 Broadway.
Enter401 se the poestoffIcelpf Pa4o-
cah, Ky., as second-class nail midi*
One Year 
Six Months 
Three Months    1.18
One Week   .to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Telr.
phone r:umberland 318.
Sunday Morning, July 8,
_ e
How Banks are wrecked.
.Akhotrgh the government employs
a corps of bank examiners there
seem to be a wiky to get around the
law for a seasoTh tiflaast. ' If bank
examiners would pay more attention
to the habits and outside interests of
bank officials and less to the fistres
4ri the batri& -bosOlcs, which are ire-
quently -ductared, they woad gene
. nearer reducing the number ' ef • 'Wink
failures than by pursuing the anti-
quated %de_a of looking at the books.
In the case of Banker Wialseh at Chi-
cago, Oho was plorigang in railroads
and mining praperty, the government
officials, Certainly were not very at-
tentive to their duties as will lo
shown from the following edit6rial
comment in the Chicago Examiner:
"Amoag the unfinished business
that was mysteriously dropped by the
late unlamented congress was senator
Tillman's endeavor to find out why
John R. Walsh of Chicago, was not
being prosiectstect by the government.
"Walsh bad one national bank, a
trust company and a savings bank,
with a gross capital of ar,600,000.
loth the state law and the federal
law provide that no bank shall lend
more than to ptr cent of its capital
to any one borrower. But Walsh lent
$i 5.000,000, or more than Soo per cent
to Walsh.
"The gambles in which he invested
the funds' of his stockholders and- do-
posators turned out badly. Had they
proapered he yealy .would, have prof-
ited, though 'Others suppied the capi-
tal. As it was. the batiks failed."
The Real Offenders. 
-
One of the afternoon whialgy
sheets in its report-of the proceedings
of the board of the general council,
of list iceonday night, at which time
no stdats was taken on a truiriber of
saxplications for saloon, neeruues, treat-
ted\she matter very nonchalantly, lied
said no sensations imaterialied Anil
that all applicants for saloon licenses
would get them, and also that a noel-l-
bw of ncv..; applicatioae aileould be
404 Witt the nen:her Of salootss in-
creased. This information no doubt
came from their wholesale whiskey
land • brewery' &stockholders, who it
seems 'have gotten the idea that they
control thirciiY, but after the arnoke
Imo cleared avaay it develops that one
of the fitither meeting, in years, s;f
the genii) *olinct 1. occurred Friday
night, and Pour more saloon's were
wiped out and no new licensee were
granted; all of which proves that the
wholesale whiplery lealers and blew-
-ay.-a- poole nIke$ to oriet their fia-,
area
The fact of the business is, that a
haodful (if men in this city, whasve
been hacking a number of saloons
in Otis city, havie grown rich iby.abe
open and liagrant violations of law
that .have prevailed fix trnabto of
years. Those men posatia proifes-
sive men and force themaelves
prominent places, wkett they ire
• . ,
nothing more or less than criminals.
foe they  have aided and encouraged 
the violation of law by which .
'have largely profited. By reason Of
their ill gotten dollars, they have beet;
enabled to wield Id influence in this
city, but, thanks to the decent pep-
pie of the cotermunityathat influence
- is rapidly waning, a it kill not be
laag toqore they will have so face
open charges,. or ForruptIoa: That
ang has done more to diebauca eke
h of this' city, and little do they
ca who-e boys end girls. are 'oil to
they can only fill their coffers!
• from hares, which they hack- and
supply at liquor.
The. e of Paducah are awaken-
;lig to the r I conditions in this city,
and one 4a a fearless grand jury ,
will assemble a the court home avid
those. mon indicted for the part they
- -
played in llreakiiiiss /Iowa Ore;
of this eity and state. We have
t apon reliable auttronity where they
Sack a saloon, that the keeper must
!agree to keep open on Sum:a-Yap-di in
a wine room and- provide fo card
playing and everything else that will
drain the money from the pockets of
those who patronize the- places. Lilac
the ;heads of, the unlawfol trusas over
the land, they plot and scheme to
make a prey of the people, and while
the- salaotikeeper., who is. but a mere
esiap'ttye, is the one to stand the
'brimt of the trials in court, the men
higher to are the ones the law should
reach. The :sentiment of the nation
frolut the president down, is to go
attar the men high up. and the same
sentiment is rapidly crystalizing in
Paducah. This is a beautiful city.
with many happy homes and bright
children, and the sentiment is strong
against tolerating collations of the
• past few years any longer.
Tree trade of the insurance come
panes felt safe from theelaw, but in
less than a year they were dragged
from their high positions,.
and shorn of their power.
takes is a good .strong heakthy senti-
meat. it used to be the case that
certain mien in Paducah had full sway,
but they are losing out, they under-
took to crush out every one who op-
patsed their today in die-
met* has been creake4 that is more
.. •
powerful than they are, and in less
than two years that gang will he
utterly' clacredited. When that gang
is squelched, Paducah will flourish
like a green bay tree; and every citi-
zen who desires to see tax .city pros-
per by no longer paying tribute to
eihat gang, should' unite and co-ope-
rate in every movement 'having for
-its object the observance of law, the
purification of morals, and the w p-
ing out of vice. The general council
has taken a courageous stand, and
are being hounded thy that crowd
and their allies, and the good citizens
should see to it that they are en-
couraged and supported in doing
their duty. 0,
exposed
All it
• ; •
Shot Gat 'Policy.
It is becoming quite unhealthy ,for
,that class of scoundrels' who make
improper remarks about women and
traduce their good names. Near
Knoxville, 'Pann., Friday a jujdgc
shot and killed a young attorney for
making improper renooka about. the
forerie-r's wife. And* near Lexinglam
Ky., Thoradiay a father shot a young
man for remarks be had made aboat
his daughter, and when' the officers
who arrested the father learned the
cause if the shooting, they- immedi-
ately liberatiellfirtit
Wilaen rtlen'rlpend their e. me in
blackening the fair names of respect-
able women and] are shot down by
irate fathers and husbands, the public
has but little sympathy for the vita'
timebut on the contrary 'mitoses, the
soh th gun Poi c y. There are 'onto
acoundrels in this country who are ao
depraved in wand as to think there
is not a virtuous woman, and the
qukker soall beasts, :are gotten rid of
the better for the country.
It is now charged that the action
of the lower house of parliament of
Russia Friday, in appropriating $7,-
500e000 to be expended for famine re-
lief was but a rose to, pad that coun-
try's credit and to enable a' to ex-
tract larger loaf), from the foreign
markets, and such- methods' are pl a ot
on par- with those practiced by mush
room South American republics. The
charge, it is said, may result in finan-
cial ruin. Iltie7se methods are not
Only practiced by bankrupt natiotis
hut bankrupt ;individuals as well.
Often men who have about reached
the limit of their credit rnakte a dona-
tion to some charitable purpose and
then take particular pain's to see that
it is geven prosnmeatornenition in t e
newspapers, or these will Rive it out
that they want to buy a block of
bisikitrigaeor -make a big deal to gat
rid of their surplus cash, when intact
they' itati.ridive. Sci'imers Kee/Ways
workin emes.
The' ' chaneary 'totem At Nashville
has sustained a temporary injunction
agRainsa a telephone 'company prohibit-
ing its employes from triming trees
in order to clear its wires. One of
the telephone companies in this city
imdertiatklea to 'bluff the people into
believing that it has the right to
trim trees, but if the owners of the
-mutilated) trees -will get out warrants
for the arrest of tire telephone people,
the court will do the rest.
it
, tseaAtio_
.,.kariathy" iii
0.11 sa-
.rI
sc 
living 
. •
$w th just one
sheik iniinate.—Lonisville Herald.
Paducah has one saloon for every
325 inhabitants; if Paducah only had
one saloon for every soo inhabitants
thieve would be but 57 saloons or
about 30 less than it now has. There
are
city.
entirely too many salootta in
iS
The Relmoi lAVV.-_
(Amerseaa Farmer.)
It is fortunate for the race that
statutes "made and provided.' by men
are not the only check 'Upon ea I-
doers. Behind all the "be-it-enact-
ends" stands the natural law, 
ir 
govern-
ing.4 the whole e' age a1 .every liv-
ing thing in th‘ '' -tc. rldi. flu -
man legislation nitayslItialsof its object.
We may bide fro in tfie her if, dodge
the: prOsecutora Rif* our lsoncis to
the  court, but tif.Atattit .gtet away
To Remove Freckles t Pimples
La Tea Days, Use Na
A DOW iloswery, sou
wow a ratti•e
aatee a d money re-
,• funded n emery Mae
where it tans to remove
freckles, pimples, liver-
spots, etto,too, sallow-
DOSS, 0011ar 11111001ora-
Lions, blackheads sad cli
eruption. of the skis, so
inciter of how long
standing, enroll ordinary
• Mies In 10 dare, and the
this • wont In 20 days, aloe
these defects am removed the akin will he
It. alhares' gem sainut Meall.10 eauts Sella
clear soft, healtby and twaatiful. No
et Loewe drug sores or by stal,L
-WPM TOIL= IORIPAICC, Parli‘IF$16._
from the natural-'1t? Its is as fixed
as fate„ as certain as death, as inex-
orable as the lightning's stroke. We
cannot escape it, we cannot evade it,
we cannot avoid it. If we neglect the
laws of health, the punishment-is sure
in the shape of consequent- disease.
Every farmer knows that the sticcese
of all his operations depend primer ly
upon observing the., natural law.
There must be heat and' ftioisture
ccanbined tidt prodtite
. ,
will not thrive !with* atei,table an
nutritous -food; the bestteraderaea only
from. cream of proper temperature.
Water will not run up itl,rass will
not -grow on stones, notbng will
thrive without care and. cult ration
Human laws can do sortselhinO, but
they operate only on men, arid it it
Old Nature, after all, that is the su-
preme architect, the chief director
the main manufacturer. Run counter
to her unwritten roles. disobey her
plain mandates, .aada failure awaits
the experiment of the daridg inno-
vator.
Contrary to the olinion of many
natural laws reign in .the businees as
well as in t-he inorganic world. Pun-
ishment falls of itself upon abuses:
shortsighted greed has penalties to
pay. The occurenees of the past
month show that a smatter loss than
any restraining- legislation &arid pos-
sibly intict upon the pateiters, they
guttered 47 'the falling off in their
track, conseqoent upon dlitenst of
their business Integrity. 'They ee-
capcd the federal prosecution by rea-
eon of Judge Hatoplirey'arkair-split-
ting tchnicalitiare They succeeded is
cheating the caorcs restrainina order.
But public opinion, wine-a is the tali
of All lattutials illsostiaabucosa ff a s,
pun istsed. e how ansatiel mama same a
than could have beets done by aiiy,
dkscree of court. In•FI-Ince there aose
something likk a boycott of A/no-kiln
mreat ,products; English cononners
became conterned and determined eo
withhold orders:. I( AI, if(LL yeit1.
reports be true, the silo/ q; al tradett
goods in this country are he ng 'idly
cut into. , This is one at the tineir
ways of regenerating. a &Malibu-sines%
known to the theologians.. It is an
instance also of the punishirrent
exactly fitting the crime,- as the pack-
ers were reached in their tenderest
spot by the loss of money, which they
prize above honor. reputaton, char-
acter or anything else in this Wierld.
Achilles was vonlnerable only. in his
heel. A trust magnate is to be
wounded only in his pocketbook. Like
Falstaff, be thralls' all the honor in the
world is not equal to a beef of a do:-
lor. . .
Adulteration,' false weights. ,gouit
below contract, skimping. disregard of
the health of both workers in the
manufacttire and consumers in the
markieta-all these things are an a.bom-
ination to business, as well a• to the
Lord. They are "bad 'business,' as all
---e" -ea see atica the. expesurs
'cornea. And fast assured the expo,-
ore will come sooner or later. Neei.
esic pursues long hut eventually she
_overtakes. The grafters, if they had
any moral sense, would' know that
their sins would find them out, even
-if the process servers, cannot locate
their hiding places. 'In the bghe$1
standards of business honor, in pro-
idkicts kept up to grade, the aighese
profits are to -be made, taking tke
.years -together. It is not necessary
to invoke either an avenging goverm-
ent or an avenging angel; angry
, 
CT 9, trkked customers, buyos
rightened away, will execute punish-
nt. Enlightened. selfishness, if no-
.;oher motives, and the law of self-
When one's 'health,
*take, he does not stand on niceties.
The compunctions of conacience,
-Well as the, divine ,attribute ig for-
giveness. are out of itlace
with food poisoners, Other (lessee
of criminals might ask for stcrcy.
The 'burglar gets a mitigated sentence
the thief-throws himself on the mercy
of the court, and' even the dynamiter
may plead: something in extenuation.
but for the man who poisons food
for sick babies, for lirn who c4trert5
diseased hogs into sausage. the or-
dinary rules of justice are suspended.
No punishment which thi world or
tVe next affords is adequate to Ma
l(h offending. The packers may
well ponder on the word's of the rt -
nrorseful Maeibeth:
In these cases we still have judgment
hcre
That we but-teach bloody instruct`ons
'Which, being aught, return to plague
the inventor.,
Thus even-banded jpslice commends
The ingrolients 'of the poison. d
ciNtlioe to: Our own lips.—Anterican
Farmet..
WATTS BOULEVARD.
e ea -011115 -I* eh
amities:Rat houte buying and particu-
larly for •I. C. -Shop men that has
been seed for .a• long time.
WArrS BOULEVARD is a new
addition; The, lets WC large and
level and .there are .plenty of shade
trees' and same of the homes will
face-a' public'', parlas -eThe air is put -
anit•teal,thy.. and tile .wife can raise
a feavieketps.and,the children can
have g..*e, 1:40 Round. We will
build a,4&.ltonies'.44 sell them $15o
cash, thertalance Ito. per month.
House 'tom $1,55o to $2,000.
Call write or .telephone for par-
ticulars.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity Building.
Both 'phones 835.
RACKE TO
tittly1-1, 1 1 1: : : : :-.1-1÷:-1-1.1÷1-1.4-1•1•141k
FROM SEASON TO SEASON, FROM YEAR TO YEAR OUR
KNIT UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT HAS GROWN. IT IS
ONE OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT STOCKS.
BUYING THESE GOODS IN CASE LOTS FROM THE MAY.:1-
FACTURER FOR SPOT CASH ENABLES US TO GIVE A-L
T_THAT IS POSSIBLE -IN --THE WAY OF 
-0001D VALUES.
Wit INVITE A COMPARISON or PRICES AND QUALITIES.
RILEY & COOK'S
ANNOUNCEMENT
Our new home is the only ground-
floor Photographic Studio in Padu-
cah. It is a faultless place for work,
being especially designed and built
for us without regard to cost and
w:th all scientific advantages. The
location is No. 119 S. Sixth street,'
just off Broadway and right in the
heart of the city. Visitors arc wel-
come and patrons are assured the
very best and most up-to-date work.
OUR OPE.NING DAY will be
Tuesday, July to, from 2 to it p
All are invited to call and see our
low place and inspect our work. The
visit will without doubt be profit-
able. As a special. inducement we
shall
E AWAY FORTY PICTURES,
ten water colors, ten etchings, ten
sepias and ten platinum graveur all
the'rirt. /*est tip-to-data work.
tEach of these pictures is worth five
vdollars so our gift i3 no song.
To secure these pictures al visitors
cn our Dinning day will register by
means of coupon tickets. These
tickets will be deposited for a draw-
ing, to be held the 17th which will
lie in •the hands of disinterested par-
ties and there will be no favoritism
ahown in this distribution.
The public is invited to call and
inspect our work: A most cordial
welcome awaits •all, for we are the
servants of the people.
Respectfully, -
RILEY & COOK,
tt9 S. Sixth.
4,-414 ir.+94-evoltoO4-44-!-$4-1-444-•
•
RIVER RIPPLINCS.
eaa-aatasea-a+e-aae-a-t-S++++4.- a++++++
Cairo, 21.5, falling.
Chattanooga, 3.7, risihg.
Cincinnati, 8.2, falling.
Evansville, 7.3, falling.
Florence, 1.9, falling.
Johnsonville, 4-0, falling.
Louisville, 3.8, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 1.7, falling.
Nashville, 7.8, falling.
Pittsburg, 5 8, rising.
Davis Island Dam, 30, standing.
St. Louis, 19.1, falling.
P.aducah, 8.4,. falling. Filird 7 cents. ,
Mt.' Vernon, -7.o. fallidit. Is, I famous resort for several weeks.1 O. w. -Rawliison, Said road,
I ..Dliviat, the son of Mayor Yeiser NI
The towboat Inverness has gone cents; Raper, Mill„ 9 cents. Nail Through Foot.
to the Tennessee river after a tow 1 S. al, Gholson. Said road, 15 centen
Of' ties. ' Roper M411, 8 cents; Bryant Ford,' 90fferlog greatly from a nail panetrat-
The steamer Kentucky got 'out for 8 1-a cents. ling his foot yesterday while at their
Arcadia. The longthe Tennessee river last evening She We L., Yancey, Bryant Ford road, I country 'home in
remains up that %trill**. isuntil, rtria nail stuck clear through the shoe and
,, . g f-itcents;')Said, -16 a-3; Raper Mill,
Thursday evening. • • •,' cents. I badly injured hisi foist so that he has
The Giyde comes out of the Ten- H. C Bean, Bryant Ford and Sai litl Indk 42Ol clArillnit-
!lessee river late tomorrow evening 
.
and lays here until five o'clock Wed-
nesday afternoon before skipping out
reservation, which is the highest of on her return that way.
11 laws, will compel a people to pro- itiaerseeke hospital to his rest-The Joe Fowler comes in today Ford and Said roads, while Cholson' WilPd jet.
lowest
tect thrtnaelves against inliCarre "xi from Evansville and laxs until to bid of 8 costa • fox thl dente, his con.dition having improved
-clir4i4c aaillerroiti -before ' deParting i` high Way-. 
• 
 
to that exteut ehat the doctors will'
for Clarksville. Tenn. let hins.be taken home.1 The supervisor opened the bids iii
The ra,i ck Fowler epic. back, from,, the morning a* ilesaracted thk low*
*tiro teat einhtht and fays here until est bidders to cOt,hack in the after" Doing Very Well.
eisilt .0'elock tomorrow% Morning be-, This , morning early Mr. Ed P.
, noon tO close as*. contract for what-
fere getting away-on her return trip. . Noble was doing very well at theeeVer- w`ork Thar oktabut none' of th
'so the supervisor held the 'matte ,
byic l'Ociockp rtnIroadeibosisital, and the 
doctors feett,..The City of Savannah passed up contractors shiswild -tip
Yesterday orning early en rhute to greatly encouraged over hia condi-
Ha easiTert considerable pain in()ter until tomorrow, or this week. tim'1
the back, this betng caused by lying
for so loner. He has no fever and allThrtable Steeet toitagel:
Ladies' Summer Vests
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS WITH SHOULDER STRAPS ...o8 I-3C. , t
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS INCLUDING EXTRA SIZES toC.
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS INCLUDING EXTRA SIZES 
GAUZE RIBBED VESTS WITHOUT SHOULDER STRAP...zel.
LISLE THREAD VESTS WITII SHOULDER STRAP .
LISLE THREAD VESTS WITHOUT SHOULDER STRAP s
FINE LISLE THREAD VESTS WITH' SHOULDER STRAP
EXTRA FINE QUALITY LISLE VESTS SIZES 4, 5, 6, AT
49a. Soa.
EXTRA FINE QUALITY—HAND CRCHET TRIMMED
SIZES 4, 5, 6. AT 7s AND 98o
Shaped Vests
LOW NECKED, NO SLEEVES REGULAR SIZES 4, 5, 6
LOW NECKED, LISLE THREAD, SILK CROCHETED ED
SILK TAPE—A FINE VALUE, (NO SLEEVES) 25C.
LOW NECKED—EXTRA SIZE 7, 8, 9, SHAPED VESTS, N
SLEEVES 20C
A
Ififants' and Children's Goods
INFANTS SWISS RIBBED WRAPPERS BLEACEED, BUTTON
DOWN FRONT, A RATTLING VALUE AT toe.
RUBENS VESTS FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN asc. TO 7se
EACH.
CHILDREN'S KNIT WAISTS SIZES TO za—A SPECIAL
VALUE AT loc.
BOYS' BALBRIGGAN SHIRTS AND ,WitAWERS 25C EACH.
CHILDREN'S BLEACHED VESTS AND PANTS TO FIT
CHILDREN FROM TO tfs YEARS, AT zoc to 33c ACCORDING TO
SIZE. VESTS COME LONG AND WORT SLEEVES—PAINTS
KNEE LENGTH ONLY.
Men's Underwear
SPECIAL VALUES IN BALBRIGGAN SHIRTS AND DRAW-
ERS AT as EACH.
BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED AT THE PRICE. DRAWERS
IIAVE DOUBLE SEATS.
FINE BLEACHED SHIRTS AND DRAWd:23 AT soc A GAR-
MENT.
MEN'S BEST QUALITY PEPPERELL DRILL DRAWERS
WITH KNITTED INSERTION AT sc.
SAME STYLE MADE OF CHECKED MUSLIN PRICE
CHECKED MUSLIN UNDERSHIRTS LONG OR SHORT
SLEEVES, 48C.
Pajamas
SPECIAL BARGAIN IN MEN'S FANCY WHITE PAJAMAS AT
9fse A SUIT—WORTH DUUBLE.
44++++++++.1*.$1.11•••+.44-a+++++++++++++++++++++++.p.
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
NEW ROADS SOLICITOR IS
IN COUNTY EMACIATED
SUPERVISOR BERT JOHNSON JUDGE CAMPBELL RETURNED
OPENED THE BIDS FROM MARTINSVILLE
YESTERDAY. WHERE SON IS.
H. C. Bean Gets Braant Ford and David Yeiser Ran Sharp Nail
Said road, and Gholson tbe Through His Foot Yesterday at
Raper Mill Road Work. Country Home—Mr. Noble.
tins •
the Tcnne see river from St. Louis.
The Pe rs Lee gets to Cincin-
ssafi Tue ay and leaves Wednesday
No. 1126. four room , eo -nor loai: aging nature. ,
a the indications are Of a most enemy-en route back this way.
The Georgia- Lee went down yes-
, 
$13oo all cash. —The Pkreet car company ha*
good neighfior*. $i356 part cashlerday bound for Memphii front Cin-
cinnati.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE issued rigid order. that motorman
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING I AGENCY Fraternity Buildinge and conduit tors must not sinoke-
a while On: ditti.COMPANY. BOTH PHONES Ito. Both 'phones 83s.
Yesterday morning Mr. Bert John- --Judge Jatnes Campbell returned
son, supervisor of the count). iniblic yesterday from Martinsville, Ind., to
toads, opened the bids put In by which place he accompained his son,
contractors who made proposals City ScAleitor Pones Campbell, Jt.,
showing what they would construct the tomato-. having met his son at St.
tile new gravel roads to be built Louis, while the toolicitor wa• cn
through the count*, s, route back from Cotorado on his war
The bids show how much par slo Martinsville to tato the mud baths
lineal foot it will cost, and the for his theusnatinfr•
figures of each contractor on every The sk)lieStor is n light
road, is as follows: wilts exeeptidn of tire rheirnatiors
that hay rendered aim quite erna-ci-
George Powers, Said road, 16 2-3 ated, the ailment causing lim to fall:
cents; Raper Mill, cents; Bryant ,off greatly. He experts to he at the
roads combined $425 per mile or ' "i!`"lf•L VUer""''•••• • •
cents per lineal foot. Move Sick Man. .
These Figures show that Bean 41'. Cortractor George Katerjohn wilr
tidd f theBryanttat onotaal Prialloreow from his private
•
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Lloyd rf 
r11 aii°Weasel 3b ti o
Downing c a 1 I
Milkr p 
 
3 o o
Vincennes ...
Jac losonv lie
Paducah
porn:ilk
Miattoon
,
WAS 'THE • PARTI
GIVEN BY INDIANS TO
JACKSONVILLE.
Close Games Prevailed YeEterday
Requiring Ten Innings at Caso
and at Danville.
How They Sta.nd.
W. L. Pct.
• • 39 44 .619
 
 34 .5484
 
 34 31 .333
3t 32 .492
.453
!361
..... , 29 ,3S.
..... • ap
Schedule for Today.
milk. at Paducah.
Vint:velum at Cairo.
Jacksonville at Mattoon.
fri the fifth inning Big Red Miller
t a long fly to,ssenter and Dowel-
came home on Livingstelks
, throw in from third. That's
SC'OCC
The third game was oqe „ef 4.1;e1
prettiest of late aid,- I
seemed more pLeased than ever, as A
evisi full of ginere an 404 iiitet;e41- .
ing from start to finish 'Both sides'
played great ball and the Indians gut- '
prised their victims as well as the
fane by using eor inuish ginger;
Cooper's coaching at thirl voas worth
treeing. This makes -t1 ' out of
three from the Ilyp4t4i oft 'home
grounds. Miller was a 'Out* tied
had he '8:tic1ers. at hie mercy all
through the battle. Never did hut
one Jack reach the third sack and
that being CopelatiVOlki kireit ,tiwo
feet from home plant?. op, Taylor s
throw in which was feature.
The locals are crippled. up, Nippert
%laving a split finger and Perry with
a broken finger and Gr.01,111, out of the
▪ genic with a bruised shoulder, but
• with all of these ntiefortones• we Play
winning ball. A new man by the
name of Qupgiey from. Evansville will I
be sten ac seccm4, ;Stinday': game
witb Datevidle, and they say he is a
wonder.
With little Indian Dick Bratie. in
the box on the opening game against
Darning, the Redekins should have
a walk owe idea afternoon and a
large crowd is expected.
Jsclowirwille- sib r bh po ae
Copeland lf t t oo
Be11,e ma CV 44 °
, Fbrileht* 2h • 4 0 4 4 0
Huddles It! 4 et - I tO o-
Lebow c . .4..O.0 2 1 0
01 . •4 si .f oo o
IAviratstn-c( 
 
 
30-0 o o o
Pox rf 0 1 0 0 0
Akers p 
 1111110100 .0° ° bring the, team and franchise lute.
'Me Cairo team cer recognied asTotal. 
 12 0 5 24 10
Paducah- 117,- -ah r ish
•
Tay/or cf 
 4 0 0
Perry ss •  4 o t
haIt ,beat the reonr only
'kid jhir
't.zttelit hoeste
ouldi have beetttolen.
&Zit,. saved' the fans. ,
beau Chief Lloyd telly ifs gin-
ger Saturday, it's a good grade. Put
in a big supply, this draws, the fans
as they like to root.
Wkielsoo-Kikla:poo, skidoo, for the
foeks. The Indian's gave .0hlent a clean
shut out yesterday and ii.sicas a beaut.
One to northing. Who has the hose
shoe?
Keep the good thing up boys. Gin-
ger .and head work mikes the games
interesting.
Vowing is do pg sorn fitte work
behind the bat as well as with the
stick. • Hitt base running is being
noticed, also.
The game started at 3 o'clock in
order - for the visitors to catch their
train for Cairo.
• •
1111%Cennell I, Danville o.
Danville, Ill., July 7.-In a great
pitcher's battle, Vincennes won in the
tenth inini on errors b worth
an ess er. 
Vincennee
Danville 
 
Batteries, Cherrault and Matteson;
Christman and Quiseee.
COCO 2, Mattoon i.
Oak iii., juiy 7.-Cairo won in a
bard fought ten ironing battle today
Tile feature of the. game was the sen-
sational field-rig of both sides.
Mattoon .... ..
Cairo 
Batteries. McCarthy and Johneoa;
Wagner and Seerles.
It. H. E.
. I 7 9
0 2
R. H. E.
. 5
2 6 2
Cooper If 1 00200
Nipvert AI ..)..tgifIly iirr 0 
'I 2 T
Haas its 
.0. 1 7 1 0
3 0 1
O 00
10 2 0
O 1 0
Total . 4 ity .7 2
Innings -t 2 3 5 6 7 A 9---iRTIE
Jbelcsanville o o o ei-o 5 o
Paducah ...0000t000x-1 4 h
Bastes cse balls, off Akers 1, off
Miller r
Struck out, by Akers 2. by Miller A.
Hit by pitched ball. Downing.
Left on haesee. Jacksonvilfe 5, Pa-
ducah 4.
Time of game. 1 20.
U trip B tseh.
Notes.
Is it poe.ble the lieltite •Jacks are
on the water wagon, they were seen
Sithaday ittaveling oveT Jr: Indians
warpath, ugh.
Will they be six cruel to the Dan-
ville *awoke*?
The top of the ladder iSii no,inur-
/Peen thousand miles long and can
be reached by the Length of a fishing
pok, ugh.
The :beautiful green grass on our
knit' srotiosit_fit__Iall Perk was rut 
Saturday, as stew rsi our visiting
teams have beers giving Chief Lloyd
instructions to this idea(' n fear of
Grob loving the ball and tivia would
crave a confusion to-the loeing side
if such a thing shoat& }tapioca: G.,*
wheel
About 75 Saturday eftthusi-
ems widely apPlautilee the • bt*ntfiil
plays of this great &nit.,
'Akers pitched a god il g,iine but h
team motes could not touch M1,11er.
Milkr's invincible , pitching. and
teeting and the general ell-aroued
work of the Redskins.was too muchtittuvireie
Lloyd's boys played to
form and had but little trouble -in
dipposing of the strong Hyphenates.
Milks was the .Clandy
Cooper coaching at thireb worked
like a Trogan, kept umpire busy
watching the diva fly. .
Ltshislaw is a kicker, toW1;• "2 for
tint
Henderson Wants In.
The Headerson, Ky., Gleaner of
yesterday morning states as follows
regarding the effort being made there
to arouse interest sufficient to ac-
quire the Cairo ball franchise:
"There does not appear to have
beers any action taken Friday to-
wards securing for 'Henderson the
Cairo franchise offered by President
Gosnell, of the Kitty league. Even
though the franchise was offlened
grate* and the grounds, tbebugh the
generosity of Jake Zimbro. placed at
the disposal of any person or cool -
party that would take over the fran-
chise, yet nothing was
"It is true Mk: Zirrthrn consulted
with several of the kading fans Fri-
day with a view to finding soineone
who would finance the team, hot
failed to 'receive the, divellaseftn-
couragmmant and finallr. gave op the
stilarter.
"The baseball enthusiasts of lien-
dor sine trinvever, do not wish the
gioldpis.opryrtut4t to 'lip. gi
 and
Satanp it is d. Wine who we
able and they could be named if
necessary, will take up. the mattes-And
one of the best in the Kitty league
Its standing is ripsht at tile top and
it hai.hoen a paying investment. hut
Cairo's manager and the players have
had some trouble and it is. thought
advisable to transfer the franchise.
"It's up to the fans. Presickra Gots-
nen wants an answer Saturday. If
prefessional ball is to be played .n
111 ridereon the remainder of this sea-
s-in something must be done toasty
and ;money talks. Won't some lover
of the great Airscrican game start the
ball rolling."
r
A Profitable Vallare.
SIMPle-Scribbles was telling nal
that ha made £60 out of his last vol• I
time of poems. Is It true, do yea
think?
The Cynic-Yes; his publishers'
warehouse was burned down with all
the poems, and as he was well insured.
Scribbles' share came to 60 quid. Lucks
chap, isn't he?
Poor Venus.
, poor Venus has an awful tunsI Among those other stare=
---- --She cannot *lir her setting dregs,
Nor closer et to Mare.
-Cinol.inati Commercial-TrIbene.
MITIGATING CIP.C1TMETANCZII.
,Miss Roman., ,
care much for mai..
like the popular airs?" - 
.Miss Hunter--No. The only populai
air with me Is the ualilionalre."-Tit.
Bits.
Above the Seeing Line. \
He-Did you get a good view from the
top of the mountain?
, She-No; we could see nothing at all
'We were 6,000 feet above see level, yoe
tnow.-Yonkers Statesman_
Su6ge-3o you confess that you idols
the atilt of clothes? Have you any'
thing to say in mitigation of sentence;
Prisoner-Yee, your honor. The vest
was a wrotched fli-Fltegende Blast.
ter.
Refined Cruelty.
Clara-How de you haze a girl al
sour college?
May-We Sock her in her room and
then tell her through the keyhole about
the beautiful bargains which are to be
lied at mark-down sales.-Town Top.
tos.
It Often Happens.
'1 understand you played a solo at
fbe musicale last night."
"No; merely AA accompaniment."
"Why, nobody sang."
"True. But everybody talked."...
Chicago News.
Them College Habits.
"To be frank, this is pretty hula
cooking, old man."
"I know it, but ray wife is just out
et college."
"Still, I wouldn't let her haze mis."-1
Chicago Sun.
Nasty.
Patella. I said a word last night
that made Clarence the happiest man
• martle.
Elleen-Why, I didn't know yeti
were going to refuse hina.-Cleveland
Leader.
'
Open to Conviction.
"Do you believe in the re1ne1121111.1
6010" asked the mystical woman. ii/
"I don't know," answered the mald
whet weighs his opinions; "I have
never seen it tried."-Washingtaa
Star.
Had To.
'tuition-Well, well; That's the first,
time I ever saw you give a woman
your seat in a crowded car.
Jayse.n-Not so loud, please. That's
our cook.-Cleveland Leader.
IN UCCE.
't-Pq
"Does your mother still keep summei
boarders?"
"Well. she's got two that she sez she'l,keep all winter if they dott't pay up! '-
Washington Star.
A Natter ef Wills.
They were discussing the thinp
which help a man to obtain SUCC039 in
Lb. world, when one young man said:
"there's nothing like force of charac-
ter. Now. there's Hunks. lie's sure
to make his way in the world. He's a
will of his own, you know."
"But Brown has something better
in his favor," argued his friend.
"What's that?"
'A will of his uncle's."-Tit-lilts.
Weather Xan's Difficulty.
"How are you coming on with yout
new system of weather prediction?"
"Well," answered the prophet, cheer
fly, 'I can always get the kind of weath
er all right, but I haven't quite succeededOa hitting the dates exactly." -Tit-Bits
Otherwise Defined.
-e fear he yielded to the temptatios
ID enrich himself at the expense of thepolicyholders."
"That wasn't a temptation." replied
the cold-blooded financier. "That wee
an cpportunity."-Washington Star.
Had te Catch Up.
"t can't see what makes Miss Yaltaleaf age so rapidly of late."
"Sbe's catching up."
"Catching up?-
" nista., 'She remained 21 for 11 years
.1wa-ksow."--432eveland Leader.
Practical Joke.
Jimmy-I got a good joke on sister',beet feller.
Tommy-What did yer do?
mixed some quinine ir
slitter's face powder.-Clevelanc
er.
One of Many.
Downton-What's happened to Bliffere? lie goes around in rags
Upton-He has stopped renting ant
gone to building-N. Y. Weekly.
Awfully Blunt.
Grafton-My son is learning life in
surance.
*we'll-Who's his Fagin?-Puck,,
"The Big Hatchet"
,
Just Received Another Ship-
ment of Lawn Swings--the
kind that folds.
LW I iii HENNEBERGER CO.,
Incorporated
"The House off 
PHONES 176.
auality"
422-424 BROADWAY, 
.
SCOTT S OLD STAND 
H 
Paducah, Saturday, July 14
Presenting under Ten Acres of Water Proof Tents
'Ivo RARE ik.'4 1) COSTLY WILD ANIMALS
Double Herd of Elephants. Ponderous, PerformiNcy:kchydernis, Present-ing a Program Comiteut of Perfec4ha.
tupen uous Realistic Production BATTLE OF WOUNDED KNEE.Introducing soo Indians, Cowboys, Scouts and Soldiers.
THE LEAVENSWORTH ZOUAVES. Direct from a Successful Euro-pcan Trip, America's Greatest Military Company, Presenting
Butt's Manual of Arms to Music.
TWO COMPANIES OF CAVALRYLate of the U. S. Army, in expert fea!s of horsemanship.
ELLSWORTH FEMALE ZOUAVES.
SEE CAPT. WINSTONtS WONDERFUL EDUCATED, SEALS.
THE LUCUZON SISTERS Wonderful Aerial Iron Jaw Act
FLYING BANVARDS, Sensational European Aerialists
The Latest Foreign Novelty, Mr. James Dutton and Mlle, Winnie Van,
Grand Spectacular Double Riding Act.
McNutt Troupe---Ate-ial Cycle Whirl Riders. Prof. Nygard's School ofWondedrriully Trained Menage Horses-I2 in number. 2o Male andFemale Riders • 20. 300 daringGymnasts, Nimble Acrobats and Tal-
ented Aerialists. The Pick of All Arcnic Celebrities.
FORTY MERRY OLD CLOWNS
GRAND $300,000,00 STREET PARADE3 Miles of Gold Bedecked Wagons and
fo Rare and Costly Wild Animals,
newest novelty, a quarter of a
tion of the Battleships
Chariots, Prancing Horses, Dens
and including the season's
million dollar reproduc-
of our Navy. •
The Grand Musical Ballet.... soo Men Women and Children in the Cast'
Chief White Thunder's Band of Indians. 50 Bucks, Squaws and Papooses
THE CELEBRATED BANDA ROSA. of 50 Soloists, under direction ofAntonia Oliveto, give one hurs' musical program before eachperformance.
TWO SHOWS DAILY RAIN OR SHINE
• .1-
EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
LEAGU E PARK.
PADUCAH vs DANVILLE, ILL.
JULY 8, 9 AND 10
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CEWTS. TICKETS OMSALE SMI TH & NAGEL'S,
FOURTH & B ROADWAY.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M. SHARP.
Before froding Your
Old Bicycle 10 on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth elfect they can s are yoamoney, and take your old wheel in c.cchange. 4WE WANT AN UN-LIMITED NUMBER
 OF 
 SECOND
 HAND  _BICYCLRII 
Remember thii is he cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every..thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any malee of wheel. Expertmachinists in our repair shop •Ali work guaranteed.
 .1we'
Books, Music, Stationery
A SPECIAL OFFERING IN EACH LINE
BOOKS-We have just received a shipment of too good. value books;every one good, every one worth 5oc. Our Tele iitice, each 
inattumenta. each 
300 latest issisee, mese will be the "hg hits" titis fall, (for Julyonly) at 15c, two for 
 .., , 
 23C.
STATIONERY-An extra fine assortment of " Box rapers, worth 35Cto soc, cloth finigh, at , 
 age.The first that comes gets the plume of this lot. Ask for a sample or
.onr new 25e per pound paper.
2407MUSIC-As usual out offer is imusu al. soo copy :,rights,. songs and
• 5'.
I I ;
Harbour's Book Department..
4 "-
STREET WID
NOT SE TIED
SOME OFFICIALS BELIEVE IT
wovor Des
 VT V Tir!, A 7
ADOPT BELL.
Contend that the Law Prescribes th
Sixty-six Foot Width Stree
Sh:11 Have Sidewalks.
One of the aldermen yesterday
'stated!' that he die's not think his of-ticial board; would adopt the ordi-
name providing that the brick: streeton Washington between First andSecond be built' all across from build'-jug to tbuilding and the concrete pave-ments thereby done away with in
orittir that heavy wagons can back
up to the •doors. of the wholesalehouses linIng both sides of thethorough fare.
Instead of having concrete pave-
=eats loading from door to gutter
where the br ck street is orlinorily
met, at all other points over the city,the wholesale morchants along thisintentioned 'block want the pavementsdone away with and 'brick street runright up to the door, When the ordi-seance was presented Thursday n'ght the seamy side of life.before the aldermen they decistsd notto give it final adoption, but held the A bank isn't necessarily solid be-trietastire up until next Thursday ..:ven- cause it has a stone front.
e played in tarsal:trig dawn Ore
WS .of this city and state. We bevel her
f''able authority where elitylsiORordinances pr!sailiog; Mayor Yeiserfinds it preserhes that streets 66 feet
'wick shall hays 12 foot sidewalks oneach side, and the brick or gravelstreets 42 feet wde. Washington be-
TO Tween First vnet 'Second is of thefifi 1.4•4-4 'width. therefore the law com-pels that sidealics be used on each
sada of the thss-oughfare.
The inerchaiss, claim that manyride do not walk down that way,there-fore dispc!'sing with the con-crete pavements aod, putting theretile brick so wagons can back up tothe doors, w sld not inconvenienceanyone. Several city officials inspeaking of ths idea say the partiesdoing business along there nownight insove to some other point intown and then if retail stores, sesi-(knees, etc., •spr.ng up in that vicin-ity there' will not be any concretepavements for -onvenience of thepeople, who wit' Isave to pay extra ifthey wiartt thee-
If the legesh t.‘ hoardls adopt the
ordinance it is believed the mayorwill veto it and it' will thenoakie two-thirds of the vote of both boards toa.di.ipt it over his d'sapproval. Themayor advocates that this block bereconstructed just like any otherover the city, and the law regarding
"uniformity" of pubic highwasthereby strictly cbserved.
A dressmaker knows a lot about
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-lure at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights 'we haveat present. Come one come all and hear his musc at 6o6 S. 4th.st., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. butof the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machinesfrom $io to Szoo put within the reach of the poor as well as thewealthy. RemTniber that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the WorldRemember my records for so le are 8in, 35c, to in. 6oc. ta in.11.o°.
We have high ciaes operatic records from $1.00, $2.00, $300,$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from AddalenaPatti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gasorz anda great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play anypiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .Wedon't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine isguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't givediscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock ofneedn't; and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to themost celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. ate concerts will befrom 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we playfrom 75 to too pieces every night Remember that you can buythe Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will takepleascure in showing you about either the Victor Or Zonophonemachines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,THE TALKING MACHINE WI AN OF Paducah and don't youforget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.
IiING LAID
WARRANTS WERE DISMISSED
AGAINST PROPERTY
OWNERS.
Will Wilkerson and Gene Cecil,
Colored, Both Held to Grand
Jury For Alleged Robbery.
In the police court yesterdaymorning the warrants were dismissedagainst Charles E. Jennings. W.Armour Gardner, Mrs. Jesse Wicksand Joseph Bishop charging themwith letting a stagnating pool ofwater remain upon the rear of the''lots, which extend down into thedeep hollow in center of the blocksurrounded by Fourth, Third, Madi-
_son and Harrison 
 areets_ It de-
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Condensed Statement of the
Mechanics' and farmers
Savings Bank
Paducah, Kentocky,
At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
RESOURCES:
Lons and discounts. 
Stocks and bonds. 
Furniture and fixtures, ., Cash and exchange, ...
• 
......
LIABIL !TIES:
Captital stock. 
Undivided profis, 
Deposits.
$199.522.64
2,800.00
2,800.00
510 63-7r
$255.38635
$ soccossa
3.724.26
201,662.09
• $255.386.35
..••••=m1••••■••A dividend of 2S's
 per cent. was declared out of the net
t 4. the stockhold-ers ent!eled to same,
411111S1e--._
•
'SAY able on eetnand.
J T. 1 AURI E.Cashier.
t2211212======
Fiir st-dlass
Watdh Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
i. J. Mich,
224 Brcadway PADUCAH, KY.tIlIHW1flUIUlhtSZllIU' L,'
veloped that they could not get ridof the water until the city put inpiping so the water could be drainedcif, and as this piping is now be-ing laid, the warrants were dis-missed.
Will Wilkerson and Gene Cecil,colored, weft held to the grand jurym $300 bond each on the charge oftaking a suit of clothing away froma small colored boy at Third andMadison streets one night last week.They at./ accused of robbery.Until tomorrow was there post-poned the breach of the peace chargeagainst Arch Bland, while the casecharging Bob Ford with whippinghis wife was dismissed.Until tomorrow was there post-poned the warrant charging HenryMitcherson with removing the doorsand windows from a house he owns,but rents to others.
FLEAS KEEPING THEM BUSY.
-
-
-State Employes In Michigan's CapitalComplain of Guien Pigs.
Lansing, Mich., July7.-The statehighway department and the statedanry and food department occupyquarters in the state block on oneof the principal corners of Washing-ton avene. . Employes of the high-way department complain that thefood department has caused the buld-ing to become infested with flleas,which are a source of great annoy-ance.
The food department keeps a num-ber of guinea pigs to which it feedssuspicious articles of food to ascer-tain whether they contain poison. Ifthe food is poisonous the pigs die;if it is healthful they grow fat.The food depatment's pigs are fat.Fat ginea pigs attract fleas andhence the complaint of the highwaydepartment employes. They assertthat the fleas climb the stairs and in-reriipt the state's business.When some of the highway depart-ment clerks should be engaged in ex-amining specifications for a stoneroad or writing out speeches forthe highway commissioners they areto be foundd chasing the elusive flea.They respectfully request that theguinea pigs be abolished.
NOT REBUILDING.
Mr. Bloomfield States None of ThisIs Being Done At Golconda. Ill.
hir• Lloyd Bloomfield is in the cityfrom near Golconda, Ill , where he isinterested in some ore mines, andhe states that nothing whatever isbeing done towards rebuilding theturned district of that city. Of theseveral block, devastated, only twoOr three houses remain standing,while the people whose property wasdestroyed carried practically no in-surance, and this obviates the possi-bility of reconstruction.
The tents are still being used bymany as places of abode, and alsofor transaction of business.
OFFICERS CHOSEN.
-
The Paducah Traveling Men's ClubNamed New Officials Last Night.
1
I Las: evening the Paducah Travel-ing Men's club held a meeting, dur•big which they elected officers toaerve for the ensuing term. The newtuthorities named are Silas G. Bry-ant, president: R. S. Van Loon, viceTresrarm; SiT1Tintnr !Ivan, trra3nrct ,Herbert M. Hecht. secretary; Gus T.Smith, Guy Dunning, J. W. Worrell.L. A. Olbritton and Louis Cornit•laud, board of directors.
Los Angeles, Cal-Nattonal Edu-gabLaaral Association Convention.Mrs ;If sale June 25th to July 7th.t 1936. Final limit September t5th,1906. Round trio rate Me.%Asheville, N. C.,Annual ConventionCommercial Law League of America.Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 27th1906 limit August 8th, 1906. By de-positing ticket and paying fee offifty cents tickets can be extendedto September totli, 19°6. Round triprate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan, Agent. CityOffice 5to Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent UnionDepot.
) The it ulster, to cents per week.P9i
The Demoriln iidt
Out of the Bottle Cyclone
All of our readers who are familiar
with the Arabian Night's Entertain-(meats, and all who are not have mis-
sed a great pleasure, wit remenvber
a story of a genie who could con-tract himself into a space so small
as to ,be contained in a vial, but onbeing released, expanded like a mod-ern explosive until he became a largegiant, overshadowing the earth. Whileconfined in the bottle he was harm-less, but when he got out he threat-ened danger to all who approached.We have often thought that this forci-ful narrative of Queen Scheherezadeprefigured the spir t of alcohol. TheArabians first discovered this poten-tial agent, which is well describedunder thc Image of the demon in thebottle. Alcohol is not dangerouswhen bottled up, but when it gets outbottie-into-rtre--man-or-urtheranimal, there is a multiplication ofdevils like those described in the NewTestament. It is more than likelythat the belief in a personal devil, soprevalent in ancient days, was tYPi-fieeil by :this subtle spirit of such dead-ly potentialities. Cassio, in Shakes-peare's "Othello,' gives utterance toIbis thought when he vays: "Oh, thouinvisible spirit of wine, if thou hastno other name by which you are cal-led', let me name thee devil."But the devilish dsposition is to beextracted Irony alcohol that it may betamed to the uses of man. A marvel-ous transformation is to occur byreason of the jaw recently enacted
'by congress. By the process knownas denaturizing, alcohol is, to be de-horned, as it were, have its teethpulled, have the devil taken out of it.Basing injjured man so greatly dur-ing the centuries, it 's now to redeemitself by helping 'him. Originally itwas used to kindle internal fires, toset the soul aflame, to addle the barinto make maniacs. Now. blessedchange, the fire is to be kindled onthe outside to make heat and power.Alcohol is all r ght if left out of thblood. It works beautifully in astove, in a heater, under an 'engine.in a lamp. It will be especially bene-ficial for farmers, as it is especiallywell adopted for doing what farmersconstantly need to have done. Inmany ways the mischievous old giantcan be called' down, put in harnessand forced to do benefical work forthe human race to make up for thedamage inflicted by ages or misuse.A Vamp is now made that producesa strong, high grade light from al-cohol. and the experts say a gallon ofalcohol is worth two of kerosene for Arrive
 
Memphis
n doce
$6.00 ItOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildieg. Both Phones 369
Fabric!AREINOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND 11
 OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
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Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
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Leave Owensboro 
 
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville 
 
Leave Evansville 
 
Leave Nashville 
 
Leave Hopkinsviae
Leave Pr'ncetou 
 
Arrive Paducah 
 
Leave Padu Leh 
 
Arrive Fuiton 
 
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn.
Arrive Rives 
 
Arrive Jackson
lighting purposes. The thousands of 'small power engines heretofore runwith gasoline, can all be served bet-ter arid more cheaply with alcohol.These engines are especially adaptedto farm purposes. for pumping water.cutt ng feed, filling silos. threshinggrain; and the multiplied uses towhich a stationary power on farms isadapted. The priciple objection togasoline, aside from the cost, is thedanger to the farm buildings fromfire. A gasoline fire cannot bequenched with water. On the otherhand, water seems to scatter the gas-oline and .ncrease the danger. Butan alcohol fire is easily put en* bythe use of water.
Experiments show that a gallon ofalcohol will produce at least to percent more power than a gallon oi .gasoline. O. dm subject of beat,„ thcshowing is equally favorable, thequestion being simply one of relativecost.
On this later head accurate juice-miation was gathered by the comas t-tee of congress, which will be of es-pecial interest to our readers. A largedistillery at Peoria kept a record forten years, which shows an averagecost of 42.36 cents a bushel for cornused.. The average production of al-cohol was 4.76 proof gallons from abushel of corn. The cost aveaged10.78 cents per poof gallon of alco-hol. The corn tried in making onegallon of proof alcohol was .21 of abushel, costing 8.89 cent,: deductingthis cost from io78 cents, the totalcost of the alcohol. we have 1.89 centsas the cost of making one gallon ofproof alcohol over and.above the costof the gain. There IV 11, of course.he variation's in price, according tothe price of corn. But oilier farmproducts may be utilisedl in (rakingalcohol, a low grade of molasses tit- ISag
 as
 
peeiallsa adopted 1,,r the pur-pose, and, many other things raisedby farmers will answer the purpose.Thus the farmer is benefitted in twoways. by increasing demand for hisproducts to make the alcohol and in-creased used of the latter when made.Sc it is manifiest that with taxifreealcohol, and the people awake to pre-vent trusts and corners, there will heopening to vs an era of cheap motor,light anh heat production such asstheworld s not seen, and there is nopeople •n the world,
 
that can put suchthings o so many uses as 'our Am-erican' farrneres.-Ex.
ackson Street Investment.$ o cash buys a 3 room home thatwi rent for $8.50 per month or *woop year. No 1206. This is a goodb 'gain for the money.
-IITTEMORE REAL ESTATEAGENCY Fraternity Building.I Both 'phones figs.
Arrive New Orleans 
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ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374Leese Paducah 
 12:40 p.m. 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 
 4'25 p.m. 8:40 p.ra,Arrive Chicago 
 6 to a.m 6:30 a.rn,Arrive St. Louis 
 8'3o p.m. 7:30 a.m.
SOUTH SOUNDLeave $t. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah 
No. 305
7:45 a.m.
2:so a.m.
11:40 a.m.
3:35 p.m.
No. 375
9:40 P.m.
6...ao p.m.
7:05 am,
11:00 4.M.
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CAIRO
-NASHVILLE LINE,
NOR7 BOUNDLeave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducall 
Leave Pai.ucalr 
Arrive (-sire 
A rr: ve St. Lou% 
Arrive-
 Chisaigu 
io1-8ot
Soo amt.
t :2ci a.m.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
6:is p.m.
7:45 P.m.
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6.3o a.m.
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7:45
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9:30
11:10
4:30
••••••••••SOUTH BOUND 122-822Leave Chicago 
 6.20 p.m.
9:40 P.m.
6:oo a.m.
7:45 a.m.Leave Paducah 
 7:50 a.m.Arrive Princeton 
 9:29 a.m.Arrive Hopkinsvilte 
Arrive Nashville 
Leave St.Lonis 
Leave Cairo 
Arrive Paducah 
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
136-836
9:40 a.m.
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5:55 P.m.
7:40 p.m
3:10 p.m.
4:45 Dm
6:zo p.m.
9:25 p.m.
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Trains marked (1) run daily except Sunday. All other trains nus
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between ancionatf,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louis-
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
deeper. For farther information, atl4fress,J. T DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., to titivate, Ky.TORN hi. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. Memphis, Tenn.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., °Ileac°. Sttg,. 4‘,Uusa. k4.
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E. H.IPURYi R,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
RIM Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
L. -Frournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
ms to, ii and 12, Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
PALBEN W. BARKLEY '
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
OIXVIR, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLE"
W. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
drb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 1 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-1 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 251
DR. R. E. HEARN
BROOKH1LL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. add.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., t to 3
p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
ORM 
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Vacs and Residence, Iloom s 3 and •
Columbia Building
Phone 1041-Red.
Dr. Sidney Smith
• DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 311.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway-Phone tao 
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
40! Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s.
PAINCAH. KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calandera
Premed right up to date in five mia
utes time at the
[PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
pitihr•eihmir
Jh-ri Duffy
4o33. Broadway.
-Pressing and Cleaning\L Old Telephone 711I-K •
DELI6M9 
They fit right-They feel right.
EyeOlasses
Nickle frames 111r.00
Gold filled $2.50
Solid Gold 
Eyes Tested Free by Gradu-
ate Optician.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
3a7 Broadway.
The Last Week
Auction
Sales
Dail
2:3o AND 7:30 P. M.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY
WE WANT THE CASH.
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
403 Broaderey.
Have
Moved
to
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J.' L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 723-a.
XCURSIOR RATE
ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00•
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, parte
cf five or over $1.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pas& Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, -City Pass
Agent Phone 33.
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
;old at .1
t•tay's fluet
Palmer House Rae, ,
L. A. LagomarsinO,
'41 Y 1Ji.
ej 11 itj
e. • 1Oa,
ifo nd Dying Statement
of C,ortez---Manuscript
Unearthed in Indiana
Celts of Creaoure Buried
By the &mob explorer
The story of a silver treasure hid-
den in the Southern Indiana knobs,
and of a forgotten Indian fight and
massacre near Charlestown, came to
light this week with the discovery on
Fairview knob on the Indiana fores-
try reservation near Henryville of a
piece of parchment puporting to be l
the ing_ltatement of 13 C Corte'',
written on New Year's Day, 1665,
year thhe place. where it was found.
The manuscript, if genuine, is indis-
putably the earliest evidence known
of the visit of a white man to Indi-
ana, says a Charleston; (Ind.) Cor-
respondent of the Cincinnati Enquir.
Written on the Point of Death. I
The manuscript presents every evi-
dence of authenticity, and briefly re-
cites in Latin that Cortez ,being at
the point of death, had buried some
rings taken from the corpses of his
friends, who, with his wife,werekilled
on the preceding Christmas day by
the Shawnees. Presumably the rings
were buried with the manuscript, but
they have not been found. The
manuscript further states that a
Shawnee chief had shown Cortez a
silver treasure near the spot where
lie was about to die, and that he
(Cortez) would try to describe the
place where it was hidden. A map
of the road to the treasure appears
at the bottom of the manuscript.
The manuscript was discovered by
William Boyer, 50 years ago a resi-
dent of Clark county, and a home-
corner from Tomstone, Arizona. Mr.
Boyer is Staying at 721 West Lincoln
street, Louisville. This week he .
drove through Clark county, visiting,
various points where. he was once ac- 1
quainted, stopping to see the state
forestry reservation in Monroe town-
ship. Laboreys Were blasting a road
through the arrow pass on Fair-
Niew Knob ieading to the residence
et Superintendent Freeman on the
summit. Mr. Boyer noticed a queer-
looking bottle imbedded in the gold
hmestone on the right of the pass
going up, where it had been uncover-
ed by the blasting.
The bottle was sealed and so se-
curely petrified in the rock four feet
below the surface that it was re-
moved only after much hard work.
Being unable to remove the seal,
Mr. Boyer carried the bottle to Lou-
kville, where he was obliged to
break the neck in order to see its
contents. The bottle was filled with
a fine red powder, giving forth the
sweet odor of balsam, and the parch-
ment of Cortez was found in the
vessel, incrusted with the powder.
Some of the powder still clings to it.
The vollum on which the document
was written was so dry with age
that it threatened to crumble to
pieces, but a little coal oil rendered
it pliant and readible. Being unable
to decipher the Latin, Mr. Eloper
sent it to G. D. Leach, editor of the
Hoosier Democrat, of this place.
The writing may be rendered as fol-
lows:
"To the Finder of This Testament
--Dearest Friend: January I, t665.
A. D., I have buried in this place
these rings taken from the- bodies of
my friends, who, with my most dear
wife, were killed by Indians of the
Shawnee tribe December 25. 1664.
These rings seem to me to be of
great value.
"Star of God. Chief of the Shawnee
tribe, not only told me once out of
friendship that there was much sil-
ver in this place. but also once led
me to the place of silver and I saw
a great deal (here a word seems to
be erased.) I will try to describe
the place of silver, although I am at
the point of death. See this wap.
Message from the Dead.
(A diagram here shows the route
to the treasure.)
Here followed a blurred and half-
obliterated map of the road to the
hidden treasure.
other
ftnind the details of the slaughter of
Cortex's friends will never be known.
As Cortez speaks of taking rings of
great value from the bodies of his
friends, it seems probable that they
_
Inurololl:
St. Louis and Tennessee RI‘er rack-
et company-the cheapest and ties
excursion cr:t of Paducah.
$8.00 Tennessee the Round T toriver & 
It is a trip of plc-v.:re, co Oft
and rest; good service, good ble
1
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ack
Wednesday and Saturday at 5p m.
For other information appl3Do as.
Roger, superintem!ent; Frank I
Brown, agent.
had attempted to carry away silver
from its forbidden hiding place in the
knobs and been found by the Shaw-
nees with the metal and killed. Fair-
view Knob is a lofty eminence, over-
looking the surrounding country to
the Ohio river, 12 miles away. It
stands near the western boundary of
the most warlike of all the native
tribes in Indiana. Why the rings
were left on the bodies by the In-
dians and the cause of Cortex's ex-
pected death is a mystery. Ht may
have escaped through the friendly of-
fices of Star of God, perhaps so
1 named on account of his early con-
version and friedliness toward the
missionaries. The tale of the manu-
script resembles that of Kipling's
,"The Man Who Would ,Be King" in
its grim romance. Cortez may have
'known himself to b5 pursued by the
'terrible Indian trailers and without
hope of escape when he wrote the
manuscript. This would explain the
I clear, firm hand, evidently not that
;of a dying man, and again may have
been v‘ritten for* Cloraez by some
wandering missionary.
Led Blindfolded by Indians.
From the days of the earliest set-
tlers there has been a tradition.- (gen-
erally believed to be without founda-
tion, of a silver treasure hidden
among the Clarg county hills. Silver
crcek, a stream rising in the knobs,
takes its name from the story that
silver is hidden somewhere along its
course. The most interesting of. the
stories regarding the silver is that of
John Work, a pioneer miller and a
great friend of the indianls, who
settled here in i800. Work was a
remarkable character. He built the
Tunnel mill, three miles from Char-
lestown, on Fourteen mile creek
blasting a tunnel more than a hun,-
sired yards long through solid lime-
stone go feet below the summit of a
hill to secure water to turn the wheel
a his mill. The Indians admired
Work and annoyed him with petty
pilfering.
One night, so the story runs, the
Indianls, in order to show their
friendship for Work, blindfolded him
and conducted him a long way
through the forest to a place where
great piles of silver were concealed.
When Work had looked upon the
treasure his eyes were again ban-
daged and he was conducted from
the place. Whether the story is false
or Work promised the Indians to say
nothing definite about the silver is
not known.
He died in 1832 and left so far as
known, no definite statement that he
had seen the silver.
The writing of the manuscript is
beautiful and clear, although it is
more than 220 years old. Though
the writer has not been able to ex-
amine the bottle in which it was
found, the pachment is evidently just
what its elegantly written characters
declare it to be. The bottle was
petrified in solid limestone four feet
below the surface, and could hardly
have been placed there by one de-
siring to pan off a forgery. The
Under has a high reputation for ve-
t acity, and his story is without doubt
true in every particular. The rings
spoken of in the document have not
been found, and may have been de-
stroyed by the blasting.
That the writing is in Latin further
supports belief in the genuineness.
Not only was Latin the language of
the Catholic church, but in the seven-
teenth century it was the one tongue
all cultivated Europeans understood.
It was then the language of diplo-
macy, and was likely to be read by
the representatives of any civilized
power penetrating the wilderness.
CLAIM NOTICE.
Rock. as. gnee of Ube Pael"tcali Tow-
ing Co.. plaint if. vs. petition equity.
Paducah Towirg .Conspany. etc..
-
Ordered tbav tl.i- be re-
fe.tr^1 reed P com-
mnss.oner of the AfteCr.sekri Circtft
Co--t. to tat-^ proof of a -sets and
of ?ono aurigned estate of
Padwcah Towinr Company and. all
persons having claims againr4 said
rt."e reottired m pro-"erly
ve• rify and file the same before said
e-r•eart'et-ioner on or before the 1st
• of the next S..-Iptetriber term of
the McCrscllen C rcuit Court. or they
will be forever barred from asserting
any claims against the as•Psts in rite
hands. of the assistseie tinadministered
and all performs are hereby enjoined
and resteainedl from colkcting the'r
claims against said conspany except
through this suit. And it 'ft ordertd
that ibi, ontlier be published in the
"Paducah Daily Register' as required
by law.
Given tinder mv .hand as clerk es
said toilet, this the 3rd day of •
19.36.
J. A. MIT.S.RR. CT
By R. B. liay
CRICE & ROSS, Atto.
ICIENT 
IS ILL IT WILL COST Y011to writ* for our big FREE BICYCLIC (Atm. ves
nELcovr any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
MC Y ILA! TTici5li Fro tnurt7rNli ;lel k!'.•ft alti lil'il: id
from On •
D
at a w •• 1. .. a•or on espy k-ad of terms, until you have received our complete Free 41'.iteellogwe• illustrating •nd describing every kind of high-grade and low-Fradybicycles, old paitterns and latest models. and learn of our remarkable =rulers and wonderful newt:were made possible by selling from fdirect to rider with no middlemen's profit'. 
'WE NNW ON SPIOIMINIL ri*kou1 a cent defroril, Pay the Freight mullallow 10 Days Fres Trial and make other liberal terms which no °theehouse in the world will do. You will :earn everything and get much vatsable information by simply writing us • postal.We need a aNghip Assaf in every town and can offer an opportnnitsto make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
GET 'ANKH
YOUR CORRESPONDUNCE
BY USING THE
ST=132=32:12:=21=======
"UND[RWOOD"
TYPRIRDIR
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.'1
Undenited Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
'MEM,
•••••pme•••••••••••••x-rw•aprom•••ingiga
Mattil Efingerals Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1E0 E. 'HURD E EF T: PADUCAH. KY
BO IIOT Bur A BICYCLE
Primo $ 
$4.8°0 hairPOCINDO
We Will $• II NAILS, TACKS
OR GLASSYou ri 
WON'T LETPair fop OUT THE AIR(CASH SHIM OPIOCIS 114.011)NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No clangor from THORNS. CAC-TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, canbe vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs ..ow kw acted use. OverOevenly-five Thousand pairs sold last year.
0 PUNC11111E-PROOF TIRES ° "
.80 PER PAH,
Notice the thick rubber tread
"A" and puncture strips *lir"
and "D," also rim strip "N"to prevent Om cutting. Thintire will outlast sue ot.Jaatc
maks 
-sore. ELASTIC andEithlf
Ni
de ioMf 
Made In
Hiclibet:I 
It is lively and easy riding , very durable and lined 
'nescr becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
mud.
without alkgring the air to escape. We have hundreds of lettere from mailed customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice ins whole smarm. They weigh no more them _an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several leyers of thin, apeeirlirprepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Hack" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphaltOf soft roads is OWTCO2111e by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevent, all air from !emitsqueezed out between the tire and the road this overcoming all suction. The regular price of thesetires taps° per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to thc rider-of only 14.8o per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on apptosaLYou do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.We will &Mir • esab disecnuat of 5 per cent (thereby making the price S4.55 per pair) if you sent!PULL CASH WITH ORMIR and encloes this advertisement. We will also send on: nickelplated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture clowns on fiat paid orders (these metalpuncture closers to be used in Cale of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are_perfsctly reliable and money sent to us is as sate as in a bank. Ask your ecutmaster,Ranker. 111111or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order • pair ofWee tires, you will and that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer and hugfiner than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pituaglithat when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. W• want you to send us • small trialorder at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
saddle,, pedals, parts and repairs, sal013ASTER-BRAKES, everything in the bicycle line are sold-by us at half theusuaPswim charged by dealers and repair men Write for our Mg SUNDRY catalme.
resirT WAIT but le or auspaeir of tire, 
today. 
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Undertaker and Embadmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick rued Injured unly.
13 SOUTH THIRD STREET.OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. (31 PHOhtE &v.NEW PHONE 334. PAntsCAII, KY.
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General Cartag
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machine,.
and Household Moods.
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NLY Sash and nLANT Owni0ng their own Saw and
Door House in rADUCAH, KY. 
...Planing mills and Dry 
KilnHaving 
just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Department we ar
e NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried, 
We are making especially low prices on house bills.
GET OUR. PRICES ON "TWIN" OAK AND B
EECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
BO1#P119NES 26 • ak 
• 
LET 'US FIGURE WITH YOU. 40, "tto 438 Smith Second St.
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WANTED---Fcr U. S. Army
iPERSONAL NOTES.
'-toeerres+++11-1-ettel•
Attorney George Landtem of
Smithland is in the city on business.
Miss Julia McGoodwito of Danville,
Ky., will arrive this week to visit
Miss Kathehritie 'Powell of West
Broadway. •
Mrs. W. Ri Coyle and daugters,
Irene and Btie. of Earlington, Ky.,
have returned home after yisiting the
licirmee's brother, Mr. Andy C. Clark
W'eSt 'Monroe. ,
Miss Louise Guthrie of Lincoln,
Neb., is visiting Miss Elisabeth BOs•
ote.ii of Afton Heights.'
Miss Thelma Ross and Master
Wilsoe Ross oL.F,00nsville, will re-
turn home Tuesday after visiting
: their aunt. Miss Bessie Wilson.
able-buditid , 14,a3arcied rem letweenl. ;,1,1t4r. Bruce Edington •of 
Jackson,
lk
•
ge :-of luilm.js; cinzin of tit* Venn., is visiting M. Henry Dewey.
'United States, of good character and Sheriff John Ogilvie left yesterday
"temper aw a.liellf,irt re "'morning for Nashville.
and, writi) 41...drnation
*PPIY to 3 d •-:. .ttew
Itiebmonti
r .rffC'
1;012 'X A gooirle family phis last evenoig.
. Councilman George Oehlschhteger
went to Dawson yesterday.
Mr. Wafter Wilkins went to Mem-
Ls'
Icwse• 11tdiellY, iti101,.f' M
r. Roscoe R / ed we to Jackson,
4.7 • ITenn., yesterday. 117 . •
M orss Gene Morris relirned yester-
day frets: visiting in Mati
Mrs. M. K. Scott weot to Dawson
Springs yesterday.
Miss lialleoe Yancey is visiting in
Ripley, Tenn
Mr. • Julius Tick left yesterday for
Chicago and St. Louis. ;
Mesdames Harrison Watts and J.
Campbell Flournoy returned yester-
day from French Lick Springs, Ind.
Mise Ethel Neighbors, of Ripley,
Tenn., is visiting Miss Florence An-
dereon of North Sixth. •
FOR RENT-Four room cottage.' 417 E. Johnson and child
No. 623 Jefferson street; has water, lave gone to Hopkinsville to visit.
gas and sewerage. Apply to W. H. Mr. A. D. Turner, wife and dough-
Patterson 514 Jefferson street. old
*phone 1146.
LO, eftaf-• soltaire
oitds 
 
diai-
}enerr eeliphons too, qld
'phone, ,and receive reward.
FOR SALE- \'••an.o.1 folding bee.
;gore] as new. Cheap. Inquire 1237
TrinsbTt.
WANTED--A good man to travel.
• 'Expenses advanced. Salary $20 a
week. Staple line. J. E. McBrady St
Co., M,fgrs.. Chicago.
FOR RENT-Business house
festmerly occupied by Weil's hard-
war store on South Third street.
ter, of Denton, Texas, will arrive to-
morrow to visit Mrs. John B. Hall
of Wet Broadway
Captain A. J. Kell of Danville,
Tenn., has returned home after vis-
itinig•Atis,mother, Mrs. Susan Kell.
Possession -given August 1st. Apply 1 Mr. • ikhea Stanley has gone to
to D. A. Yeiser. Creal Springs, Ill.
Knights of tolumbus
A special trafti wYl leave Paducah
onion depot at 8:oo a. m., Sunday,
July 8th, carrying Knights of Colum-
bus to Gaissa.-44seeeratrelf/1r1fitral
Xleventlit and.olinnolsosey 'Ilfht
Passengers Isoe_eieksits. 'Return-
ihgtrain win leave Cairo about mid-
night. Tickett ca ho, secucad at city
-Ceket offittoSio-106iffivay, utitil o:cto
p. frt. Satur.clakkty,.70,..
J.' T. I*' V, Agent.
R. M. PRATHER, T. A., !
Union Depot.
' •
,
N /ink wanted IV the' painting of
outside woodfitt'1611 Washington-
Longfellow ati;i•it,' 'F Lee sehool
houses. Leave olds at Dr Harry
Williamson'S office. For information
see P. Moyer, Superin.endent Padu-
cah Public School Buildings.
W AI ER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that their water rent ex-
pired June 30. Those who desire to
renew them should do so before it is
forgotten, as all premises *not paid
for on or before July roth, win he
shot off.
--
The -prompt- payment-oaf__
Tents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties'
and annoyar.ce to the company.
Velvet
Chalk
A splendid face pow-
der that will riot In-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
R.:W. W ILIkiret CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Oruggists IFIlift and
Both Phones 175.
Mr. J J. Van Der Leouw of The
Hague, Holland, leaves today for a
tour through this section buying to-
bacco. He has been sick at River-
sole hospital.
Mrs. Thomas Boren and children
owent .to Mayfield yesterday to visit.
Attorney Samuel Caldwell has re-
turned from a trip to Eastern Ken-
tueky.
Mrs. Pielocns sad children of In-
cifanspoile Ind., bare returned home
after visiting Mho. Charles E. Jen-
ningts. of Arcadia.
•Milss lowyeitee Soide bras returrod
from vesstwrg in Frankfort. Ky.
- Mks. W,B. •Mallotte of Nlayfield has
-returned heitne after visiting Mrs.
Samuel Beadles of Madison street.
Mee M.Herman and child and Mrs.
sleigbeetone of St. •Lour s. are visiting
Mesdames; A. Hiorman and A. S. Net-
111111.
1111.-).es Fannie 1.asoham and Lucille
Wotts leave Wednesday for the round'
trp up the Tennesessee river oheard
Wei measlier Clyde.
;Mr. Robert D. ItraeMillan has gone
to Dawson to accompany home his
wife ails° is sojourning there.
.Mks. Mary Palmer goes to New
York this week, accompanied
Wm. Gould, her brother's child who
lion Wan vieiting here from the East.
Mrs. F. L. James has returned
rons vete mg t
'Mtrs. M. E. Settle will return this
'week from visitingin Paragould Ark.
Mr. E. Hughes. and child went
to Diaweon yesterdoy.
hfr. V. 0. Sweatman has I-corned
from visiting his son, Mr. Lloyd
Sevratstion of Jackeon, Tenn.
Mire. R. A. Hicks goes to Duluth.
Mime, tomorrow to visit.
Mir. Charles Render has returned
frons visit ng in MeHenry, Ky.
Mrs. Fred Dumont goes to Dawson
tridlay fog a !sojourn.
'Mrs. 'Charles 'F. Jennings and chil-
4non leave tomorrow for the North
ts Vend the oumener.
Mho, T. Hole of Murray, re-
etieutel Rome yesterday after visitin
g
her ents..lifr. Arehie Hale of Fifth
etre&
Mir. Dee Livingston returned yes-
terday irotn a drunstoing trip 
throlose
Tenneeeee.
Mr. Lloyd Bloomfield '5 in the die-
, from near GnicOndre
WWII% 'Attortvey j'. S. Ross went to Kt
tawa last evening to spend Sund
4*"*Ilit's
with hie fain•ily who are mopping
there.
Col. Victor Von litt Wig Will leave
ii soir1n1*'i%n1S.ng- -
trip.
throughs aIrc
Mr. F. C. Darby of the Register
lincrype operator, ieft this morning
for Evansville to spend several cloys.
Mess Edna Hopkins returned yes-
terday from Los Angeles. Cal., where
she has been residing for elle past
year. She comes back to remain in
Paducah, and is now visiting her 'is-
ter, Mrs. R.. L. gley of North Eighth
street, , •
Mr. James Lane, the clothier, has
returned fitotts'-scibnitning at Dawson
Springs.
M. Michleal Griffin, the tabocconea
returned last night- from Murray to
spend Sundny with his fanvily.
, 'Joseph Desberger, ' wife 
and
child, have returned from a 
two
wevtes yisit to St. 'Louis.
Mr. 'Withal* Lydon, Jr.,- goes t
o
Fulton todisy, on business.
•-tMr..Charliee VVeille and Mr. Samue
l
1. Le,eyoleaye today for i moot 
h's
sojourn  .astern points.
Supt. A.. H. Egan of Lensisivn
e
division for e!he Illinois Central 
ar-
rived here yesterday from Louisville
.
Mr. William Kattwijohn returned
last evening from, this quarries up at
Cedar Bluff.
Mr. Jesse Loeb left yesterday foe-4
snionth's bosinese trip :through 
Mich-
igan.
Mies Virginia Blaney of St. Loui
s
aerivied yesterday to visit her uncl
e,
Conductor Chorks Blaney and 
wife,
of Clark near Fifth Aimee
Fought About Depot.
Dave Scruggs and James Bryant
,
'White, were arrested yesterday by
Officer Cross on the eharge of en-
gaging in a fight up about' the N., C.
& St. L. depot at Fifth and Norto
n
streets.
StrMit FOR stocw;Psmusnr
In Oak Against Standard Oil Is
Now in Europe,
Findlay, C.) Pay 7.-Judge Banker
of the probate court, bee,. imizfl
, a
ntinitiW)nis for Jahn D. If-cisek 'in
connection with the suit re-mistily filed
here against the Standard Mi. co
m-
pany and Mr. Roekefeikr ifi keitich. it
allegiest, that the Valentine onti-
trust law has bken violated! he th
e
Stamford Oh and tits mein* 
com-
panies.
The summons has been tursed over
to Sheriff Grovts, who states that
will make service upon Mr. Rocke-
t-tiler as soon as the latter ,returns
from Europe. Sheriff Groves has
gone to Clevelapd to, serve semmons
on the Standard Olt Company
through one of its offireeraso
„
. • .,e.5 oro
a-amen.
How tune tankers,
etay and bathe.
Cut Natere's cooping
With a myth*.
-Puck..
A.an of His Word.
Mrs. Knicker-He used te say he
would go through thick and Mtn fat
her.
Mrs. Bocker-Welt. his excusea.aas
both now.-N. T. Sue.
Voice of the !most*.
"I bear that old Skinflint has got re.
Litton."
"Has he? He must have run across
chance to cheat somebody else out of
-Rectord-Herald.
A Remarkable M•eature.
He-I like her nose.
ti crooked.
know ft. it's never -hit/1W was
when you kiss her.-Yonkers States.
Man.
4,01,111IC
"Do you think there are mierobeel A bra m L. Weil C240t In MIS.
Is kisses, Miss MaYr
don:t-think there would kn.ki. Yeer
kisses."
"I-ah-that's nice of you; let's-"
"Microbes are said to possess Intel
ligence and nothing intelligent linger'
where it is apt to come into contact 
Cat-ripbq11 Block..•
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
FIRE INSURANCE
wttb ctgarettes."-Houston Post.
Health Hint.
The way for a maid to keep wan%
When caught Ina httasard or storm.
Is to wear a big coat
From her toes te her throat,
Completely enwrapping her farm.
-Houston Post.
AFTER THE liONNYMOtTiti
&abeam>
Mr. Newwed-I shall never, neve'
love another woman as I love you.
Mrs. Newwed-I should hope not.
Mr. Newwed-You needn't get IK
sore about it. I guess I. could If :
wanted to.-Chicago Sun.
Able to Pay.
ChM Man-Why didn't you recognist
Clarence Pliatchapp when we met'
Sister-He has disgraced himself.
was told that he Was turned out of thi
Illehtoee club for not paying his dues
Club Man-That's a base slanier. I
was only for "conduct unbecoming e
gentleman."-N. Y. World.
A Mistake.
Hisonner-You are charged with
breaking a chair terse your wife's head
Prisoner-It was an accident, tout
honor.
Hisonner-What? Didn't you intene
to hit her?
Prisoner-Yes, but I cildn't intend te
Weak the chalr.--Cleveland Leader.
Our Proud Bird.
"This is Indeed the age of commoi.
fitaliszet," said the man of sentiment&
"What makes you think so?"
"Rome of our statesmen never mem
Moo the American eagle any more asid.
are coattanally aoplautiliat the work at
the American hen."-Washington. Star.
Way, of Conroe.
•••11Ve are always striving to keep,etse
goods before the *yell of the. manlike'
skid the storekeeper.
"What is your line?" asked the seam
addressed
"I'm is the eyeglass business."-Tese
kers Statesman.
Prank at Least.
'You haven't married me just te mitts
somebody else, have you?" the heiress
asked, looking anxiously up Into his hon-
est blue eyes.
"No, dear," he absently reptted. "11
took you for your money atione"-Cas-
still'a.
An Zxtraordisary Clew.
"When we go to live in the country
James, we must buy an extraordinary
sow."
"An extraordinary cow? What for?'
--"TInt-ilisetar-sityr-tbst belrY lounts4
be fed on ordinal, tow's milk."-
Jouge.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-  1
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
• 116 FratevitTBuilding
0.77C1 1111014Z 4114-a =CIS PHONE PS
r
e4111•4110+.10.
I'IJ. E. COULSON,
P
Steam and Hot Water Heating
Phone 133. 549 Broadway.
411110118011001 06~001111411MINIVAPOIN
,9 do
w, 0 -iv
We have on hand
For Sale:
Howse Power Motor.
s Horse Power factor.
554 Horse Power Motor.
a $ Horse Power Motor.
I ao Horse Power Motor.
. I soo Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
ISI-11115 Mirth Fourth Street.
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big Dann.
Mr. Fried Romano is getting hewr
at his room over Fourth and Broad-
way wham he Nor lain since Thurs-
day in m confrietOlit condition., caused
by falling on tee head while trying to
leap aboard the street car at Fourth
and Brondway.
Distriutes Tickets.
First fescebyterian 'Sunday school
meets at ivy this morning. All meet*
'here of ardbool and congregation arl
requested to be present and recwive
re !road tickets for picnic at Almo
parki Tuesday next.
Sy" is Per Cant Investment
nechonicsbing 3 room house. dp
foot let. near big mills Good place'
to invest. $300 cash
WHITTIESIORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity Balklbsg.
Both 'phones Su.
sielle- 1 41/S1
41-04.41446.-r•••••••-14-1.04-4e-erre-re
•
+ LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
4
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-.4'he police and fire commissicei-
ers meet tontiorrow evening in regular
molsehly wessikm at die Otr Hall.
rernaftskof it...Kilgore
hare ben tc) thi‘. roundly
Irons Cfs ,•Binlgitem; where he died
and it, will be sometime next week
heifer they arrive- at Anderson, Ind.,
for burial.
-Judge Sandiers is reported. as
quit(' ill at his home on Ninth an41
Miustroe-etratda,
-The city authorities are preparing
to allow ten etatra men for the po
lice
department •August 8th, in order
lializee can be properly brandied th
e
-thotssandle of colored excursions wh
o
winhe in the city then.
Mice Ter Bids.
IF3ids for printing 250 books of rules 
, When needing first class table
and regulations and other matter, and 
service at parties or dinngs, 'phone
2.5on pamphlets of rules and mule- 
2352, Dick Login,
for beard of education, will  be
received to to July t2. 
IVIISS Willie hfee---Moddeste-of
W. H. PITCHER Clerk. ton is 
visiting Miss Clara Smith.
• BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons t Elevator Both I eleph
ones254. ,
Street. We\lst Kentucky Coal Co.Foot of
 NNE"
